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PREFACE
The crucial role of information in modern society and economy is uncontested. Accordingly, knowledge management becomes an important functionality
of modern Business Information Systems. Tools used in these kinds of systems are
based on traditional mathematical and statistical methods of data analysis as well as
on other disciplines, e.g., on artificial intelligence or econophysics. Analytical parts
of advanced information systems, so-called Business Intelligence (BI), enjoys still
growing popularity.
Current monograph consists of 13 papers written by 19 authors coming from
different institutions. It provides a rich source of ideas, concepts, solutions, and
perspectives for nontrivial applications. We believe that presented results will be
useful for all researchers, experts, and business practitioners, including managers
themselves, which are dealing with different categories of information management
systems. Chapters are ordered alphabetically, according to the surnames of the
first-named authors.
The content of the monograph is as follows. The problem of analysis of
semantic techniques supporting collection and selection of COTS components for
Management Information Systems (MIS) is discussed and characteristics of available COTS components repositories are introduced (A. Konys, J. Wątróbski).
The same team of authors (J. Wątróbski, A. Konys) presents also the problem of
analysis of available capabilities by considering the application of semantic techniques for COTS components. Theoretical assumptions of a HAMSTER method of
facilitating the manufacturing process state evaluation on the basis of process state
measurements set (e.g. process parameters, diagnostic signals and events) are described (A. Kujawińska, A. Hamrol, M. Piłacińska, M. Rogalewicz). Advantages of
applying Bayesian Networks to effective management of Information Technologies
(IT) projects is presented (R. Nafkha, M. Olejniczak). Using a Bayesian Network
as a tool of analytical data selection is also discussed (D. Strzęciwilk,
M. Olejniczak). A comparison of mini-models and k-nearest neighbors method in
modeling of unemployment rate in Poland is performed with an argument for superiority of the former (A. Piegat, B. Wąsikowska, M. Korzeń). The concept of
DECYZIER – a system designed to support quick decision making in critical or
uncertain conditions and for incomplete data resources transfer − is presented
(O. Pilipczuk). A problem of predictive modeling as a main component of Customer Intelligence (CI) systems in large enterprises is discussed in subsequent paper by the same author (O. Pilipczuk). The idea of an expert system for state
evaluation of manufacturing processes is developed, making use of various measures, e.g., values of parameters, diagnostic signals, and occurences of some events
(M. Piłacińska, A. Kujawińska, M. Rogalewicz). Knowledge discovery from the

growing amount of multimedia data, so-called multimedia mining, is a rapidly
evolving and challenging field, especially in applications to non-structured data.
A brief overview of multimedia data mining techniques with applications, description of the problems of information retrieval, and suggestions for promising
directions of future work in this area is given (M. Pudło, T. Ząbkowski). After presenting some more traditional methods of data analysis, a new method, so-called
Business Intelligence (BI) in-memory, is elaborated (J. Stasieńko). This technology
enables to manage information in a way resembling the functioning of the human
brain. An application of artificial intelligence methods in medicine, namely in diabetes diagnostic supported by an expert system using, among others, a concept of
the decision trees, is described (W. Szajnar). A model of the state budget development, based on some macro economical indicators, is proposed and implemented
using MATLAB software (J. Tchórzewski, Ł. Wróbel).
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COTS SOFTWARE REPOSITORIES FOR MANAGEMENT
INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Agnieszka Konys, Jarosław Wątróbski
Faculty of Computer Science and Information Technology
West Pomeranian University of Technology (ZUT)
Abstract. The paper presents the problem of analysis semantic techniques
supporting collection and selection of COTS (Commercial – Off – The –
Shelf) components for Management Information Systems (MIS). The characteristics of available repositories of COTS components is introduced. Particularly, the selected repositories supporting COTS components selection are
described and presented as a comparison analysis as well including strengths
and weaknesses of each of them. In addition the author’s model of ontology
supporting COTS selection process for MIS is proposed. The conclusions finish the paper.
Keywords. COTS software, COTS components repository, Management
Information System.

1. INTRODUCTION

The process of building system CBS (COTS – Based System) on base of
COTS components is a complex process and it is practiced in many domains as
well. The process of building system from COTS components available on the
market is a time-consuming process that requires from a decision-maker a specified
knowledge about both the domain and functionalities offered by selected elements.
Simultaneously, the knowledge acquisition of COTS components is limited by
insufficient components documentation or its lack (the lack of documentation). The
selection of software candidates is based on basic criteria (ex. platform, functionality or price). As an effect of that selection the preferable result is not realized. Generally, many systems can satisfy the basic criteria, thus it is necessary to narrow the
searching results by using the most complex and specified set of criteria.
The COTS repositories available on the market are general solutions, used in
many domains. Many COTS components existing on the market the application of
general repository cannot cope with the basic requirements posed by decisionmakers and functional requirements defined by a specified domain. This paper
presents selected repositories supporting COTS components selection process. On
base of presented approaches the characteristics of three repositories was proposed.

2. BUILDING THE SYSTEM ON BASE OF COTS COMPONENTS

The increment role of COTS components on the marketplace causes the
growth of popularity and possibility related to building the whole system from
COTS components. COTS marketplace offers a wide range of software products
and components that support enterprise functionality in many different domains.
The common problem is to provide an appropriate location of available components and also the selection of optimal solution for given enterprise.
CBS system is a solution built from one or more COTS components. CBSD
(in the opposite to traditional software development process – building a new solution) is a process that requires the compilation the different COTS components to
create a new system. Then, CBS concentrates on systems building on base of
COTS components or integration existing components to the one system.
In the literature, it exists many definitions characterizing CBS system. On
base of definition proposed by Torchiano, COTS system encompasses the system
composed from one or more COTS products [18]. Then, Carney [2] proposes the
classification including three types of CBS systems, based on the number of COTS
products used in building process. Also Author point on the influence on the last
system version.
The first group are Turnkey systems (for ex. Microsoft Office). In Turnkey
systems only one COTS products is used. The product adaptation to customer’
needs does not change the practical (real) and primitive state of COTS product. The
second group are Intermediate systems. These solutions are built around one COTS
product integrated with many components. The third group proposed by Carney are
Integrated systems. They are composed with a few COTS products integration that
are characterized by the same level of priority. Moreover it is postulated that any
product cannot be dominated by another one. The integration of COTS products is
a basis for COTS system building [2].
Table 1. Comparison of COTS systems.
COTS INTEGRATED SYSTEMS

COTS SOLUTION SYSTEMS

A single product delivering required functionalities

Some different products compared with each
other to deliver required functionalities

General solution providing standard processes

Flexible solution for specified processes and
procedures

Focus on configuration

Focus on integration

A vendor is responsible for software maintenance

A system owner (user) is responsible for software maintenance

A vendor is responsible for delivery of infrastructure

A system owner (user) is responsible for delivery of infrastructure

Source. Personal elaboration on base of [2,18]
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Another definition of COTS system is presented by Wallnau [19]. In opposite
to the approach proposed by Carney, Wallnau provides a CBS classification on
base of two (not three as Carney) types of systems. First of them – COTS solution
system is a substantial product that is tailored to provide a “turnkey” solution. It is
characterized as a general solution, very tightly coupled to business process, maintaining by a vendor and tailoring to selected parameters. Then, COTS-intensive
system encompasses many integrated products, providing selected functions. This
system is much more flexible to business process change, modeling and creating
[19]. In opposite to COTS-solution system, it exists the possibility of using own
infrastructure instead of infrastructure offers by a vendor (as in the first of presented solutions). Another difference points that COTS-intensive system is marinated by a decision-maker (not by a vendor) [13].
COTS market place provides a wide range of possibilities to build CBS system on base of available components. COTS products allow for building system
that is tightly coupled to the decision-maker requirements in a faster and lowexpensive way than software tailored from scratch. However a huge number of
COTS components available on the market causes that the whole selection and
evaluation process is not a trivial task. COTS software components very often are
defined not interchangeable.
The relationships between COTS and components are strong, but both COTS
term and COTS software components should be considered as two different concepts. A lot of definitions of COTS components can be found in the literature.
More precisely, COTS components can be defined as binary units of independent
production, acquisition and deployment [13, 17]. The different approach of COTS
components definition is proposed by OMG [15] that determines components as a
physical, replicable part of system that packages implementation and provides the
realization of set of interfaces. COTS component is a physical piece of system implementation, including software code or equivalents such as scripts or command
files [13]. Generally, COTS components and products can be considered as two
separated sets with no-empty intersection but both need a neater definition [13].
According to Boehm [3], COTS components can be defined as optimal solutions where the three determinant restrictions are considered: technical, economical
and strategic. The success key of effective COTS components exploitation is an
indication if any of given components correspond with the current situation of enterprise (including technical, economical and strategic needs – as possible determinants for COTS components) [3]. Technically, they should provide required functionalities, defined by a user, on the appropriate level of reliability. Economically,
they should be able to connect (join) and maintain defined budget and plan in a
new system. Strategically, the components should satisfy the operation system
environment that includes present technical, political and legal aspects and also the
progress of operation software environment development [3].
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3. COTS COMPONENTS SELECTION PROCESS FOR CBS SYSTEM

Generally, COTS selection process initially decomposes requirements of potential COTS candidates on the hierarchical set of criteria. These criteria potentially
encompass functional and nonfunctional and also technological aspect of given
component. Additionally, they consider the architectural restrictions and nontechnical factors that depend directly from a vendor (ex. guarantee or legal issues). In
the next step, during the COTS components evaluation process the identification
and assessment of set of criteria preferred by a decision-maker takes place.
In the first phase, COTS – Based System development (on base of CBSD –
COTS – Based System Development) is based on selection COTS components,
available on the market that satisfy the requirements of system architecture. Next,
the evaluation of software components takes place. In sequence, the adaptation or
development selected components to adapt them to application architecture. The
final phase encompasses the test of integration or join these components together
[6]. Relevant issue is to use complete, coherent and unambiguous components
specification to ensure the efficient and effective COTS software development.
Moreover this specification could be registered as a defined repository developed
by suppliers or third parts to simplify COTS development process.
Components requirements can refer to both functional and nonfunctional or
technological aspects. The main problem is to determine the existing and potential
relationships between components, including especially point of view of a vendor,
producer and decision-maker or user of a given solution. Furthermore the level of
priority/hierarchy of analyzed requirements is required to define (which of requirements – technological, functional or non-functional are preferred by a given
entity). The integration tests of components can bring some difficulties caused by
existing differences between components description and their actual functionalities. Moreover these components cannot be joined together due to their incompatibility.
Presentation of unique definition that characterizes functional and nonfunctional features of COTS systems is a quite complicated process due to existence of many differences between particular approaches. Functional requirements
implicate what a given solution offers. Hence it is possible to join together functional requirements or to apply their decomposition for a few levels of specification. As a result the set of components that satisfy at least one of the functional
possibilities is given. When more than one candidate exists, the compliance of a
single candidate can be insufficient to distinguish selected solutions against each
other. Furthermore, the specification of functional requirements can break down
the final level of details when the required level of details was not ensured.
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An important role during COTS components evaluation process is attributed
with non-functional requirements. Lack or inaccurate consideration of nonfunctional requirements during the evaluation process can affect on the risk increment of COTS failure implementation and total costs increment relative to the system building. Very often non-functional requirements refer to strategic or business
goals of a given organization as a whole [7]. Moreover non-functional requirements are described by general attributes hence their accomplishment can influence
on some parts of system. Furthermore, the conflict between non-functional and
functional requirements can provide support for decision-maker in the selection
process.
During the process of collection requirements by repository the definition of
high levels of functionalities is involved. This is necessary due to there is no possibility to find the components on the required/preferred level. However nonfunctional requirements are subjective, depending on evaluation entity and relativity including different levels of priority and descriptions depending on considered
domain. The thorough analysis of non-functional requirements such as: interoperability, suitability or assurance can improve the COTS evaluation process and indicate these components that allow to integration with the specified software architecture.
4. COTS COMPONENTS REPOSITORY

The main aim of repository is to ensure effective collection and processing of
information using the mechanisms that improving this process. The common accessibility of COTS software components on the market has a significant influence
on the constrictions in COTS selection process in a very expanded repository. The
COTS market is still developing, offering some new COTS systems and reusing of
existed solutions. Hence, the repository update process is required including new
and inchoate components. However knowledge acquisition about components is
time-consuming process, limited by constricted access to the components information and documentation [4]. Furthermore, the general level of criteria is insufficient
during the selection process – it allows only for initial classification of candidates.
Therefore, specified characteristics are demanded in the next steps of selection
process.
Moreover general aim of repository is to provide the high level of specification during the components selection process as well [7]. The problem is how to
collect knowledge about components which is theoretically unavailable in academic books, publications or widespread Web resources (if is existed on the Web,
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very often this knowledge will be diffused, available in many different sources – it
requires long and time-consuming researches).
The application of components repository implicates on the problem of
searching particular components in extensive/widespread data sets. Hence, the
automatic mechanism for searching components is required. Nowadays there exist
many mechanisms including categorization, context and full text searching [11].
Beside of using searching mechanism the users should recognize the structure rules
and functionality of a giver repository to effective query formulate.
Some of existing COTS repositories encompass many hundreds of components. The most frequent used method of repository development is development of
online agents or brokers – as an effect it brings the number of B2B systems in the
Internet. On base of data from 2001 for B2B market the total amount was estimated
on 200 M-Euro. Then, in 2004, this value exceeds more than 1200 M-Euro [8].
OEDC report is based on approximate/similar factors/ratios of increment for North
America [14]. The benefit of COTS software and technology and infrastructure
development [17] – as Enterprise java Beans and the.Net platform suggest the increase of expectations relevant to the availability of components in public repositories in the future.
Common availability and many existing COTS software on the marketplace
effect the rising number of components repositories both public and commercial.
Location problem and searching components was taken in commercial repositories.
The main aim was to reduce inconveniences with searching and components location by using suitable systems integrators. These integrators were based on a wide
range of components diversity. In addition, they focused on better systems location
as a whole. The size of repository can be one of the restrictions, hence the iterative
approach that allows integrators meet with the repository structure and forming
relevant queries is necessary [4].
Particular COTS repositories consider a system as a components platform. In
the sequel a system is treated as a technological framework including empty elements which have been replenished by components. The best searching technique
depends on the repository structure [16]. In the literature many approaches were
developed ex. by Henninger [10], Frakes and Pole [9], and also by Damiani et al.
[5]. Authors suggest that each of integrators should capture/take control the structure and repository mechanisms before they have been used to effective searching
of components. More precisely, it is necessary to integrator to meet and understand
the repository structure in the system context.
The table 1 presents three selected examples of COTS repositories: CeBase
COTS Lessons-Learned Repository [20], CLARiFi [4] and COTS Components
Trading [12]. These repositories are general solutions and they are not related to
any domain. Thus, they are very expanded solutions.
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Table 2. COTS components repositories / The characteristics of COTS
components repositories.
Name of repository

Characteristic features

CeBASE COTS
Lessons-Learned
Repository

CLLR is living repository, common used and developer by users.
Users involvement in repository development process allow for
knowledge and experiences collection and exchange between the
users, involved in COTS system development.
The main aim is to create information society based on knowledge and experience. Repository access – online.
The repository is based on lessons. The lessons are described by
set of attributes – the most important described context in which
of given lesson was learned (type of system, type of enterprise,
COTS type).
Other attributes refer to data type, recommended customers,
proper lifecycle etc.
Access: http://fc-md.umd.edu/ll/index.asp

CLARiFi (CLear And Reliable Information For Integration)

Selection technique is based on components broker application,
supporting integrators during the components selection process
for a system. CLARiFi is components broker by supplier interface (to register components) and integrator interface (to select
components). CLARiFi allows the integrators components selection and focalize for a system during the requirements definition
process and available components characteristics.
Access: Project refunds by Comission European
(CLARiFi project, IST-1999-11631).

NFR / COTS Components
Trading

COTS components description is based on nonfunctional requirements, integrating them with functional information using a
template: COTSXMLSchema. Nonfunctional requirements are
described using NFR approach. The proposal of documentation
and COTS components selection is based on XML templates.
First of them – COTScomponent supports in documentation of
components phase. The second – COTSquery is used for query
producers/vendors. These templates can be used by a few types
of users (system architects, system designers, system developers
or vendors) to export and import components from/to software
repositories.
Access: http://www.cotstrader.com

Source: Personal elaboration on base of: [4, 12, 20]
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The Table 2 presented selected repositories that support COTS components
selection process. Generally each of these approaches are quite broad to use in a
specified domain. In the CCLLR the development process depends directly on
repository popularity and users needs. This approach requires the user’s activity in
the whole process. Moreover CCLLR is based on the experts knowledge and another users that provide specified information about components. As an effect the
connections between users and experts is ensured during solving the problematic
aspects. The one of inconvenience is the difficulty with time assessment for matching COTS components for a tracking system. Another inconvenience is referred to
the risk estimation with an expert’s opinion. Furthermore the huge number of different domains require many experts developed the repository. Thus CCLLR could
bring cost increment and time-consuming in the development process. The general
aim of CCLLR proposed by Basili and Boehm was to popularize the knowledge
(important from the user’s point of view) and experience between probationers
concerned in CBS system. The discussion groups and eWorkshop as a tools that
support communication between users is also insufficient in this repository but they
could improve the management process.
Then, selection technique in CLARiFi approach is based on broker application. The main limitation of supplier taxonomy CLARiFi is an aggregation of different taxonomy components without sufficient rationalism. Many categories overlap, inconsistent terminology and not well-defined tree structure. The CLARiFi
approach is supported by consortium of eight companies – partners from commercial and industrial sector, certification groups and universities (the partners are:
Engineering Ingegneria Informatica, British Telecom, TUEV Nord, Delta, ENEA,
Keele University, University of Durham, Università di Genova). Involvement all of
these industrial entities has a great influence of testing COTS components and provides necessary information about particular components functionalities for MIS
domain.
However NFR/COTS Components Trading provides the description of COTS
components on base of functional and non-functional requirements using the special templates called COTSXMLSchema. The main shortage is not sufficient compliance of nonfunctional system requirements and requirements composition into
software architecture requirements and individual components requirements. Referring to MIS domain it is important to consider both functional and non-functional
requirements in COTS selection process.
Generally all of presented repositories are very broad solutions and very often
they require an expert knowledge in COTS components selection process for MIS
domain. The usage of repository requires the broad knowledge both the structure
and mechanisms inside the repository as well. All of presented repositories can be
used in MIS domain but their utility depends on directly of the range particular
domain.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

The main aim of this paper is to present and analyze the available COTS
components repositories that support COTS components selection in MIS domain.
Generally all of presented repositories are very broad solutions. The MIS domain
requires to satisfy the specified characteristics of COTS components. Another
problem relevant to MIS domain is how to collect and provide specified information about components by the users. Hence presented repositories use a similar
mechanisms of collection of information. Furthermore one of proposed solution is
building an ontology on base of repository knowledge to help in COTS components selection process.
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HAMSTER METHOD OF PROCESS STATE EVALUATION
Agnieszka Kujawińska, Adam Hamrol,
Maria Piłacińska, Michał Rogalewicz
Poznań University of Technology
Institute of Mechanical Technology
Abstract. The subject of the paper is the issue of diagnosis and evaluation
the capability of a production process for meeting quality requirements by
products being the result of this process.
In the article, there were presented the theoretical assumptions of the method
enabling to evaluate the state of a production process on the basis of the socalled process state measurements set (e.g. process parameters, diagnostic
signals and events).
Hamster method enables o construct a certain set of affiliation functions for a
specific group of process state measurements, and then generate an
evaluation for the quality of a process by a single indicator.
In the paper, the scheme of actions for a one-dimensional case was presented.
Keywords. Process state evaluation, quality, Hamster method.

1. INTRODUCTION

In these fields, as well as in every decision-making activity of a human being,
it is important to be able to discover, understand and solve problems. Managers
point out, that they have to pay an increasing attention to the management of
making decisions which consider both operational and strategic activities of a
company. The success of actions undertaken as a result of these decisions is the
effect of the following factors: the knowledge of rules and mechanisms which
govern production processes; ability to react quickly to a specific process state and
anticipate its future states; the choice of the best decisions for a given group of
criteria.
When taking decisions one needs to take certain assumptions. According to
the GI-GO rule (garbage in – garbage out) taking wrong assumptions leads to
wrong considerations, wrong conclusions and actions. Low effectiveness of
decisions is always harmful for an enterprise because it may disorganize its
functioning and undermine workers’ trust. Therefore, it is important what tools for
supporting the decision-making process are at one’s disposal, and what data are
taken into account when analyses are making.

These tools are widely understood quantity methods whose theoretical
foundations were provided by different branches of mathematics. They allow for
analysis and, often, evaluation of the situation on the basis of incomplete
knowledge about a phenomenon (wide spectrum of statistical methods). They
include: forecasting methods, methods of discriminational analysis, factor analysis,
group analysis, multi-dimensional regression, multi-dimensional scaling, queuing
methods and many other. These methods are also helpful in describing relations
between observed phenomena; they often allow for constructing forecasts with
different time horizons [3].
Well-known solutions from the field of production management pay a lot of
attention to various techniques and statistical tools serving to reduce the risk of
taking missed decisions. The statistical methods which are most frequently used
managing the production processes are: Statistical Process Control (SPC),
Measurement System Analysis (MSA) and Design of Experiment (DOE). In
literature, one can also find descriptions of utilizing in analysis data which come
from production workstations as well as concluding, and what follows, taking
decisions with artificial intelligence (AI) techniques (e.g. artificial neuron
networks, genetic algorithms, fuzzy logic, etc.). On the one hand, a narrow
specialization of given applications of AI techniques makes it difficult to work out
a uniform model of production process state evaluation, on the other hand, utilizing
a given technique (for instance neuron networks) requires knowledge from a
particular field with the aim of correct learning of networks and interpreting their
results. The problem is also a difficult with implementing theoretically developed
solutions in a dynamic production environment [3, 4, 6].
2. PROCESS STATE EVALUATION

The question of evaluating the state of production processes - because of
quality criteria - is often discussed in scientific literature. In reference to the
processes of making machine parts, the quality requirements boil down mostly to
requirements considering the precision of a product with respect to its size and
shape as well as outer layer. These features must ensure unfailing functioning of a
product over the period determined by a designer and builder. One of the means
leading to effective fulfillment of these requirements while maintaining the
economic effectiveness of production is controlling quality over the whole cycle of
a product’s life. Controlling quality is based on utilizing data created during the
widely understood quality control. It involves active and dynamic (adaptive)
control of production processes in all production stages:
product concept,
designing , technical preparation for production, making, and usage. Until recently,
the approach to the problem of ensuring quality involved monitoring and
undertaking controlling actions after completing consecutive stages of production
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(e.g. technical control carried out after finishing operations). Modern quality
control is carried out constantly, already during the realization of production
processes. It has character of emergency actions, interventions, and its aim is
operational assurance of the required quality of making. These actions may
involve, among others, the replacement of a tool, correcting process parameters,
tightening control criteria, etc. One of the basic issues conditioning the correctness
of quality control in a company is the ability to utilize the data generated at various
positions where decisions are made.

Figure 1. Sources of information for actions related to quality control (own preparations).

In general, these decisions may be taken on the basis of information obtained
(Fig. 1): from direct measurement of processed parts (measurement made after
completing an operation), from measurement of signals coming from phenomena
accompanying a process (e.g. force signal, temperature, vibrations – measurement
realized on-line), from observations of events taking place during the realization of
a process (process operator’s failure, machine defect).
Information from the measurement of made parts may be obtained within the
framework of: 100% control, statistical acceptance control or statistical process
control.
Despite having advanced measurement techniques, using friendlier and
extensive software for processing control results, the realization of efficient
information feedback between the process of making and other elements of the
system still poses large practical problems. In many cases, data from a control
carried out in the production course are wasted – they only serve for the current
regulation of a process, they are often collected to satisfy consignees’ requirements
about the so-called “quality records”. In this respect, statistical techniques of
quality control arouse high expectations; however they have their weaknesses. For
example, process control charts and other indexes of quality potential do not
provide information on the causes of process distortions as well as tips concerning
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corrective actions. It is caused by the fact that potential capabilities of statistical
process control tools are not fully utilized. In literature, there is also no information
indicating which implemented effective solutions would allow for using
information from the control of parameters, features, events, and signals in the
evaluation of process state. According to authors, it results from the lack of an
effective method of concluding about a process on the basis of such a rich and
varied data set which is required for a complex description of a production process.
3. RESEARCH PROBLEM

The problem connected with concluding about the process on the basis of a
set of known features is of classification nature. Methods of classifying objects
have been developed for many years by scientists representing many disciplines
such as signals recognition (e.g. speech, ECG), images recognition (e.g. writing,
face), diagnostic systems, control systems, learning systems, and systems for
eliciting knowledge from data bases. The analysis of literature in this area, made it
possible for authors to draw the following conclusions [2, 3, 4]:
− The first one is the observation that the foundation in all classification methods
is, in order to build a correct classifier, a learning set, which is often incomplete,
uncertain, and approximate. A wrong choice (selection) of a learning set may
lead to an incorrect evaluation of process state. It results in the necessity to
develop methods resistant to incompleteness of information, and even to
occurring inconsistencies of a description.
Learning in the context of artificial intelligence and automatics is not
understood in a traditional way. The learning process of a system is supposed
to achieve results being based on fragmentary knowledge, facilitate
improvement, create new concepts and conclude inductively. For example,
according to Herbert Simon (1983): “Learning means changes in the system
which are of adaptive character in this sense that next time they allow the
system to perform the same task or similar tasks more effectively”. On the other
hand, Donald Michie (1991) understands the learning system in the following
way: “The learning system utilizes external empirical data in order to create
and update the foundations for the improved operation on similar data in the
future and ex pressing these foundations in understandable and symbolic form”.
The creators of the machine learning discipline highlight that it should lead to
specific aims such as: creating new concepts, detecting unknown regularities in
data, forming decision rules, adopting new concepts and structures with the help
of generalization and analogy, modifying, generalizing and specifying data,
acquiring knowledge through interaction with environment as well as forming
knowledge which would be understood for the human being.
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− Another observation is that a problem in the methods of process evaluation is
the right choice of the “language” for describing a process – the data set on the
basis of which an evaluation is made. Most frequently, the process evaluation
methods utilize data of a specific type – either of quality or quantity.
− The last observation is that a problem in methods of classifying a process
security state is the knowledge about the process which changes in time – a
description generated on the basis of a given learning sample, after some time
may prove to be inefficient and require revision in order to adapt a classifying
algorithm to changeable data. Hence, a method should give a possibility to
adapt to environment through dynamic modification, allowing for correct
functioning in changeable conditions.
It is necessary to say that in spite of rapid development of methods and
systems of classification, they are still to some extent dependent on a human being.
The very process of designing a classifying system requires a human being to
determine ways of acquiring knowledge and how to represent it. Apart from the
stage of creating a model, the following problems occur:
− too small or too big dependence of the system on environment in which it is
placed, which might lead to incomplete analysis of data or wrong
interpretations,
− reliability and correctness of generated conclusions,
− incomplete or partially inconsistent data,
− the lack of identification of domain limitations may lead to far-fetched
generalizations and wrong conclusions.
The results of theoretical works and practical research prove impossibility to
build a fully universal and optimal evaluation (classification) system, and indicate
that the same research methods may differ in efficiency when applied to different
practical problems.
The aim of authors’ research is working out a method to classify the
production process state. It was assumed that the developed method will:
− generate results and messages which will be understandable for a human, i.e.
expressible in description and mental model assumed by him,
− have the possibility to learn constantly i adapt to constantly changing
production conditions,
− give possibility to analyze quality and quantity data, irrespectively of their
distribution type,
− be possible to be applied for practically every production process,
− be capable of explaining every new case,
− be effective for large data sets.
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4. HAMSTER METHOD

The Hamster Method is part of the expert system which is being created
within the research project financed by : polish Ministra of Science and Higher
Education, no 1988/T02/2009/37. The method makes it possible to determine the
so-called process security function which will allow for evaluating the security
level of a process as well as forecasting its state.

Figure 2. The concept of the method of process state evaluation with the use of process
security function (own preparations).

The concept of the method of process security state evaluation with the use of
affiliation function is presented in Fig. 2. Activities connected with looping for the
process security function will generally consist of 4 stages:
− reducing data obtained at a production workplace and its surroundings,
− analyzing result in multi-dimensional space,
− analyzing data distribuiton,
− determining process security function.
In the method two diagnostics models proposed by Hamrol were used [1]:
− one-dimensional model in the form of explicit function
− multi-dimensional model in the form of artificial neuron network.
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In one-dimensional model the way of determining the affiliation function goes
as follows:
− The quality of making is evaluated on the basis of a set of features which are
given a grade in the form of an integer k from the set 〈1, …, K〉. For example 1 –
fail grade, 2 – average grade, 3 – excellent. This scale is brought to the
evaluation μ k = k −1 from the interval 〈0, 1〉. (Step 1)
K −1

− Diagnostic signals correlated with a specific feature can be measured and
appropriate statistical measures can be determined for them, e.g. arithmetic
mean. The determined measure correlated with a specific feature was called
Process State Measure (MSP). (Step 2)
− M-realizations of a process are carried out. In specific time intervals selected
diagnostic signals are measured for which MSP (n = 1, ..., N) are measured. The
results of MSP measurements are scaled to the interval 〈0, 1〉.
− After completing each process realization the process result is evaluated on a
point scale.
− Vector of Process State (WSP) is created (Fig 3)
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Figure 3. WSP vector (own preparations).
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− The values for each MSPn are ordered and grouped in a stemplot. For each
MSPn, distribution of grades k in each interval is determined. On this basis
affiliation coefficients vk(p) are determined. They inform about the probability of
receiving the grade k if MSPn is within the interval p. These coefficients are
determined from relation:

v

( p)
k

L(kp )
= ( p)
L

where L(p) – the number of process realizations in which MSPn is in the p
interval

− Lk(p) – the number of process realization along with a grade and measurement
MSPn in the p-tym interval
− Then, the function F(MSP) is created:
K

F p ( MSP) = ∑ μ k v (kp )
k=1

The function acquires two values within <0,1>. It makes it possible to estimate
an expected process grade for a given MSPn value.
For the determined values expected on the basis of F(MSP) function, a
continuous function is determined in the form:

F ( MSP) =

1 1
+ arctg [ g ( MSP n )]
2 π

In the easiest case the g(MSP) function is a linear function.
Step 1: Quality evaluating [1]
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Step 2: Process State Measure (MSP) [1]
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Step 3: Affiliation coefficients vk(p) [1]
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Step 4: Function F(MSP) [1]
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It is the shape of function for MSP which changes according a specific pattern
in relation to a feature being diagnosed. The MSP characteristics is correlated with
a feature being diagnosed. It is not possible to make a precise evaluation of a
process on the basis of a measured MSPn. However, if the F(MSP) value is close to
1, then it means that meeting quality expectations is nearly certain. For the F(MSP)
value close to 0 the chance of meeting quality requirements is minimum.
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5. SUMMARY

Nowadays the effective quality control of manufacturing has to be based on
data coming from two basic sources: quality inspection of manufactured parts and
also from measurement and observation of manufacturing process, whereas one of
the key issues conditioning the correctness of this process is the ability to use data
generated on various stands to make decisions. The data describes manufacturing
process which allows to infer about the probability of obtaining, as a result of the
running process, parts that meet quality requirements.
The Hamster method is the possibility of the solution’s application in the
manufacturing environment (there was the attention paid on easiness of defining
the decision maker’s preferences and easiness of results „acceptation“ in the
proposed methods). The issue being elaborated is a part of more comprehensive
research project consisting in elaborating „the expert system of process quality“.
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BAYESIAN NETWORK MODEL FOR RISK RATING SYSTEM
FOR IT PROJECT SUCCESS
Rafik Nafkha, Marcin Olejniczak
Department of Informatics, Warsaw University of Life Sciences (SGGW)
Abstract. Because of the complexity of any IT systems implementation,
during the project appears different kinds of problems. They can either
extend the implementation period, then raise its cost, threat the project
successfully, or cause its total defeat. They can also minimize the expected
benefits from the implementation or cause serious problems in the enterprise,
while the system began to operate by mismatching of the offered
functionality to the real needs of the company. Therefore, it is evident that
each of implementation stage is marred with plenty of risks – It is very
important that the customers, suppliers and IT systems implementations
specialists seem aware of these issues.
Keywords. IT project, ERP system, IT project failure, Bayesian Networks.

1. REASONS FOR FAILURE OF IT PROJECTS

To assess the problem, K2 Consulting specialists [5] asked some experts for
the most common and serious implementation problems. Participants has pointed
42 important issues, from where 10 of them has been identified as the most
important. The following were the most selected problems [5]:
• Lack of knowledge of the top management on own business processes
course. - Lack of such knowledge makes impossible the implementation of
an IT/ERP system. The company has then an organizational chaos, there is
no clear organizational structure, and the implemented standards that have
an impact on the ordering process do not work. In that case the
implemented system certainly does not solve problems and meet the
company needs. It is logical then that before a company will think of any
system implementation, must know exactly what the processes taking place
in and them carefully mapped.
• Wrongly choose of supplier - without experience in a given branch, or
wrongly choose of the IT/ERP system - without adequate industry
specification. It is important to note whether there are case studies in given
areas from the implementing company .The possession of appropriate
reference in these cases is obligatory.

• Unclear objectives and expectations challenges of the implementation Before the IT system implementation, The company is not able to define
the benefits that would happen. Missing estimates of net present value
(NPV), return on investment (ROI ), and the total cost of ownership
(TCO). Without preliminary estimates, the system does not always meet
the business requirements
• Lack of awareness of the implementation challenges and project
encouragement by the top management of the company – the presentation
of the member of the management is a key during the implementation. The
top management must be engaged to act in time and give directives
requiring the use the system.
• Incomplete system test performance – tests are made not carefully, all
mistakes are not detected. Tests are extremely important, but more
important is the way they are performed. Tests can not too short or done
only for data trial. Tests not based on actual data, do not show always
errors.
• The system Implementation does not meet safety requirement and
regulations procedural. – During the implementation planning , not having
into account other than operational requirement , for example: legal, tax ,
safety system or financial risk, can have consequences in terms not giving
positive opinion by auditors
• Lack of a competent person , who is responsible for the whole project,
what causes inappropriate changes and risk management.- This usually
causes trouble to start the implementation and enforcement of planed work
and often goes hand in hand with improper management of change, risk
and project scope.
• Lack of a designed team that represent the client during the
implementation. -Often, for the customer, the term "team implementation "
means only project manager and often random designated team from
different departments not always familiar with the implementation process.
• The project scope is determined not exactly- this causes a big number of
reported changes to the system – In this case, we have over budget and
project schedule. As it happens, that the scope of the implementation is
poorly defined from the start, the business has no designated borders.
Claiming huge amounts of modifications or changes to the system chosen,
we feel that the system is implemented for systems users, and not to
improve anything in the organization
• Underestimating costs. Lack of resources to complete the implementation
of the system –not adequate cost estimating is resulting from inaccurate
determining of the system implementation scope, with the system supplier.
This will result either poor quality solution, or unfinished system
implementation and then practice of "patching annexes
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2. APPLICATION OF BAYESIAN NETWORKS
2.1. Definition

Jensen in his book [3], has defined Bayesian network called a directed
acyclic graph with vertices representing random variables and arcs define
dependencies. The existence of an arc between two vertices means that there is a
cause and effect the direct relationship between the corresponding variables.
The concept of Bayesian Networks is based on conditional probability. Based
on the observation of the real world can make a finding that there are many
situations where the occurrence of one event depends on another event. Using
Bayesian networks can avoid the computation of high complexity. The calculation
of the one a'posteriori probability is linked with another used probabilities (a
concept of directed acyclic graph).
Bayesian network is a numerical model of cause and effect relationship
occurring between the elements of a set of observations and hypotheses. Using
Bayes theorem we can make inference progressive (forward inference) and
regressive (backward reasoning), which Bayesian networks are often used in the
inference of partial and uncertain knowledge[7].
This uncertainty is often dependent on several factors:
• uncertainty as to the expert knowledge;
• uncertainties inherent in the modeled area;
• uncertainty resulted from the accuracy of their knowledge
Bayesian networks are based on probability theory, they use to determine the
uncertainty by explicitly representing the conditional dependencies between
different parts of the knowledge. This makes possible an intuitive graphical
visualization of knowledge in the form of graphs, including the interactions
between the different sources of uncertainty[4].
2.2. Bayes theorem

Bayes theorem as wrote Jakubowski in his book [2], is based directly on the
conditional probability, where the probability of event A is calculated in a situation
where we have the certainty of an event B. If an event B has no effect on the
probability of event A, then events A and B are independent.
If A is a primary event (cause), and B is a secondary event (effect) and
assuming that P(A) > 0 and P(B) > 0, then using the definition of conditional
probability we obtain
(1)
where the conditional probability of occurrence of an event A, provided that the
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occurrence of event B, on the assumption that P(B) > 0, then the number
(2)
Using the assumptions contained in [2], if Ai, for i = 1,2 ,..., n, will mean mutually
exclusive pairs of primary events whose sum is a certain event
(3)
and B will mean a secondary event, where P (B)> 0, then using the theorem of total
probability we obtain
(4)
The formula (4) follows directly from the argument using the formula (1)
(5)

Total probability of occurrence of an event B can be represented in the form of socalled. stochastic tree

Figure 1. Stochastic tree.

Total probability of event B is the sum of products of all the conditional
probabilities of the event B.
Finally, the formulas (1) and (4) shows the Bayesian model
(6)
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Information appearing on the right side of equation (6) is called a'priori
information (apriori), which means that the observed occurrence of an event
occurrence of Ai and analyzed the effects in the form of an event B, which is
possible to determine the probabilities P(Ai) and P(B| Ai) on the basis of past
experience. The probability P(Ai|B) is called the probability a'posteriori (after
experience), which means the occurrence of an event A provided that the event B
occurred [8].
3. MODELING BAYESIAN NETWORKS

Building a Bayesian network model for this problem, we should specify the
network topology, which is a composition of two elementary topologies (Fig. 1),
thus the total probability distribution of the network variables is described by the
equation[6]:
(7)
where by,

we denote the set of parents of a node in the graph.

P(X,Y,Z) = P(Z|X,Y) P(X,Y) = P(Z|X,Y)
P(X) P(Y)

P(X,Y,Z) = P(Z,Y|X) P(X) = P(Z|X)
P(Y|X) P(X)

Figure 2. Elementary network topologies and the corresponding cumulative probability
distributions. Source: F. V. Jensen, „An Introdution to Bayesian Networks”.
3.1. Bayesian network model for risk rating system for IT project success

Analyzing the problem discussed in the article, you can specify a set of
conditions (hypotheses), which will form the basis for determining the likelihood
of an incident of success or failure of IT project:
A1 – define business processes in an organization / company
A2 – deliberate choice of the supplier's IT system
A3 – execution of a thorough analysis before implementation of the system
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A4 – approval of the board for the implemented system
A5 – conduct thorough testing of the system
A6 – detect errors in the system
A7 – appointment of competent person responsible for implementation of the
system
A8 – appointment of project team on the client side
A9 – large number of reported changes in the system (after defining the functional
requirements)
A10 – precise timetable for the preparation of IT project
A11 – preparation of IT project cost estimate
A12 – involvement of employees in the implementation of IT project
A13 – delay in the implementation process of the IT project
A14 – occurrence of ownership transformation in the company
Using the total probability theorem and Bayes' theorem, we can build a
Bayesian network model based on the conditions set A1 - A14

Figure 3. Bayesian network model for risk rating system. Source: own study.
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3.2. Introduction to building a system to assess the risk of IT project failure

Presented Bayesian network model (Fig. 3) is the basis for further
deliberations on the system giving the possibility of an effective risk assessment,
which may occur when running an IT project.
This model is a generalization of the most important conditions affecting the
occurrence of events that directly or indirectly affect the success of business
investment. The weights of the conditions is dependent on the type of IT project
and the institution where the project is carried out. Therefore extremely important
aspect is the process of learning Bayesian networks, aimed at assessing the various
parameters and updating the probabilities based on entered data. Development of
the presented model and the learning network will be the subject of further
consideration.
4. SUMMARY

Study risk of failure of IT project is undoubtedly an important issue in the
design and implementation of IT systems. Despite the great tools and advanced
design methodologies still a huge number of IT projects fails. Properly designed
and learned Bayesian network gives the opportunity to determine whether an IT
project is a success or failure. Taking into account the enormous costs of the
implementation of most systems, detect errors in various stages of implementation
will achieve measurable gains.
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DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE METHOD OF MINI-MODELS AND
THE K-NEAREST NEIGHBORS ON EXAMPLE OF MODELING
OF UNEMPLOYMENT RATE IN POLAND
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Abstract. The paper presents in a possibly reader-friendly way, in the 2Dspace, the method of mini-models, which suits very good for modeling
economic dependencies, where frequently a part of explanatory variables
influencing the resulting variable is not known (lack of data). Experiments
realized by authors confirmed superiority of mini-models over such modeling
methods as polynomials, neural network, and the method of K-nearest
neighbors (KNN). Because the method of mini-models is frequently mistaken
for the KNN-method the authors explain in the paper the significant
difference between the both competitive methods. The indicated difference is
also the main reason of superiority of mini-models over the KNN-method.
Accuracy of both methods has been compared experimentally on example of
modeling unemployment rate in Poland and also on examples of other
economic dependencies.
Keywords. Quantitative methods in data analyses and modeling, modeling
of business processes.

1. INTRODUCTION

The concept and formulas for mini-models have been developed by Andrzej
Piegat [6] and experiments were carried out by Barbara Wąsikowska and Marcin
Korzeń. Method of mini-models serves for calculation of numerical answers
(predictions) for numerical questions concerning the explained variable y for a
given vector of explanatory variables x1, x2, ..., xn. Thus, the task of a mini-model
is the same as of a usual global model of the dependence y = f(x1, x2, ..., xn). The
difference consists in the fact that the global model encircles the full space
X1∗X2∗...∗ Xn of the explanatory variables and mini-model encircles only a certain
local part of the full space, however this part in which the question is located.
Owing to this, the mini-model can have a simple mathematical form and its
learning process can be considerably shorter than of the global model, e.g. of the

global neural-network model. A mini-model can have both linear and non-linear
form. In this paper the most simple linear-segment mini-models in the 2-D space
will be presented. In [6] were presented triangle-linear mini-models. In 3D-space
also tetragonal, pentagonal, and more complicated mini-models can be used. Figure
1 shows example of a triangle, linear, constrained mini-model, which has the task
to calculate an answer for the following question:
What does y* amount to if {x1*, x2*} = {0.28, 0.88}?
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Figure 1. Example of a mini-model learned with samples to calculate the answer for the
question “What does y amounts to if {x1*, x2*} = {0.28, 0.86}?”. The answer calculated by
the tuned mini-model is “y* = 0.621”. Source: own preparation.

The aim of this paper is not to explain the construction and the algorithm for
training of mini-models with samples because of the paper-volume limitation, but
to explain the difference between mini-models and the KNN-method of modeling.
The aim is also to explain advantages of mini-models. Mini-models learn and
calculate the numerical answer very quickly in comparison to global models. The
reason of this fact is that they use only limited number of learning samples that lie
in the neighborhood of the question point and also because mathematical form of
mini-models is very simple. If new samples are achieved they can be quickly
introduced to the data bank of the problem and used to easily actualize the previous
mini-model and the answer of it. Global models encircle large spaces and are
frequently strongly non-linear. Therefore, their learning is much longer and
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sometimes not effective because of the local-minima phenomenon occurring in the
learning process. Almost all experiments realized by the authors showed that minimodels are superior to such modeling methods as polynomials, neural network of
the GRRN-type, and the KNN-method. Especially the comparison with the KNNmethod is very important because the both methods applied for regression task
calculate the answer for the question:
“What does y* amounts to if {x1*, x2*}={..., ...}?”
on the basis of samples from the neighborhood of the question point {x1*, x2*}
where x1* and x2* are numerical values of the explanatory variables x1 and x2.
The KNN-method has been described in many books, e.g. in [1,3,5,8]. It
determines the answer for a question on the basis of values of yi, i = 1, 2, ..., k of
the k-nearest neighbors (samples) of the question {x1*, x2*}. However, the neighbor
samples are multiplied by weights of contribution. A common weighting scheme is
to give each neighbor a weight of l/d, where d is the distance of the question point
{x1*, x2*} to the neighbor in the space of the explanatory variables. The KNNmethod is evaluated by many scientists as very effective and some of them are of
the opinion that other methods are not necessary [5] (“Do we need whatever more
than KNN?”). Experimental comparisons of the KNN-method and of the minimodel method have shown better accuracy of mini-models. But this superiority can
also be explained essentially, what will be done in next chapters.
2. EXPERIMENTS OF MODELING THE DEPENDENCE y = f(x) IN 2D-SPACE
(UNEMPLOYMENT RATE y IN POLAND AS A FUNCTION OF MONEY
SUPPLY x)

The question, which factors influence the unemployment rate, is important
and interesting for the government of any country. Investigations on the
unemployment rate in Poland in years 1991-1999 were made in University of
Szczecin and published in [7]. The investigations shown that the unemployment
rate y depends on 7 factors x, which are ranked below from the most to the less
significant one:
x1 – money supply, x2 – population, x3 – dollar/zloty rate of exchange,
x4 – import value, x5 – rediscount rate, x6 – household expenditures, x7 – number of
high school graduates. In [6] the authors presented results of modeling the
unemployment rate y = f(x1, x2) in 3-D space. In this paper modeling of the
dependence y = (x1) will be shown, were x was the most significant and the
strongest factor influencing the unemployment rate in Poland in years 1991-1999.
The strength of this factor is testified by the fact that it delivers modeling errors of
the order of few percents.
Below there are shown modeling errors that were achieved with various
modeling methods:
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a) modeling with polynomials y = a0 + a1x + a2x2 + a3x3 + a4x4 + a5x5 of order 5,
the mean absolute error (MAE) = 0.0725
b) modeling with the GRNN-neural network (General Regression Neural
Networks), MAE = 0.047
c) modeling with the K-nearest neighbors (KNN) method, MAE = 0.093.
d) modeling with linear-segment mini-models, MAE = 0.021.
Also in other experiments of modeling, which will not be presented here,
mini-models achieved larger accuracy than other modeling methods. In the next
chapter there will be presented 3 steps of the learning process of the mini-model in
2D-space to enable better understanding of this process.
3. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE OF THE MINI-MODEL LEARNING
IN THE 2D-SPACE

The task of the mini-model in the presented example was to calculate the
answer for the question:
What does the unemployment rate y* amounts to if the money supply x* = 0,28?
To calculate the possibly credible answer the mini-model, at first has to tune
itself on the basis of samples of the dependence y = f(x), which encircle the
question point QP = {0.28, ?} in the X-space, Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Example of a mini-model learned with samples to calculate the answer for the
question “What does y* amounts to if x* = 0.28?. Source: own preparation.
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In the learning process with samples the mini-model has to find its optimal
length, gradient (inclination) and position in the X∗Y-space. These are 3 factors
that have to be determined. In the case of the KNN-method only one factor
(position) is determined. Only when all the 3 factors have been determined the
mini-model calculates the answer y* for the question point x* .
In Figures 3a, 3b, 3c three steps chosen from many steps of the learning process in
2D-space were shown. Figure 3a presents the start position of the linear-segment
mini-model. The start position, inclination and length of the segment were chosen
by the computer program by chance. The only condition which has to be satisfied
is that the question point (x*), which in this case is {0.28} has always be encircled
by the mini-model range.
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Figure 3. a) The start position of the mini-model which has to calculate the answer for the
question “What does y amounts to if x* = 0.28?”. b) One of the intermediate positions of
the mini-models assumed by it in the learning process. c) The end, optimal position of the
mini-models, y = 1.58 – 3.29x, QP = [0.28, 0.64]. Source: own preparation.

After finishing the learning process the mini-model calculated the answer
y* = 0,64. The precise and correct answer was in this case known (y = 0,62)
because the question referred to one of the samples, which was taken out of the
learning process (the sample gave values of unemployment rate and money supply
from July 1995). The method of mini-models also was tested with the known crossvalidation method “leave one out” [2] for each of the 96 samples representing
particular months of the period 1991-1999. The mean absolute error (MAE) was
equal to 0.021 at the variables x and y normalized to the interval [0, 1].
In the next chapter the difference between the method of mini-models and of
KNN will be discussed.
4. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MINI-MODELS AND THE K-NEAREST
NEIGHBOR METHOD

The method of mini-models calculates the numerical value of the explained
variable y* on the basis of samples, which have the x-value positioned near to the
x-value of the question. For this reason the Reader may mistake this method as a
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method being identical with the KNN-one, that is commonly known in the
scientific world, good tested and verified. Therefore using mini-models could
appear nonsensical. Such opinion would be highly erroneous because, as it will be
shown, the mini-model method is a much more refined one and in most cases
delivers more precise calculation results than the KNN method. To enable the
Reader better understanding mini-models specially the 2-dimensional dependence
y = f(x) has been chosen. In Figure 4a the example question “What does y amounts
to if x*= 0.82? and the answer y* calculated by the KNN-method is presented.
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Figure 4. Illustration of differences between the KNN (Fig. 4a) and the mini-model
method (Fig. 4b, 4c) in calculating the predicted y-value in the case of existence of
information gaps in learning samples. Source: own preparation.

The question point x* = 0.82 presented in Figure 4 is positioned in an
information gap, in the range with local lack of learning samples. However, the
point is positioned nearer the right side than the left side of the gap. In this situation
the KNN-method calculates the answer y* for the question point QP = [0.28, ?]
mainly on the basis of the nearest samples, which are situated on the right side of
the question. The calculated answer (prediction) is y* = 0.266. As can be seen the
KNN-method does not take under consideration (or takes very weakly) the learning
samples that lie on the left side of the question point, on the left side of the
information gap. However, the mini-model method does it, Figure 4b. Therefore its
result, taking only human intuition into account, is more credible.
This credibility and accuracy of mini-models can not only intuitively but also
objectively be verified with the cross-validation method “leave one out” [2] when
for the query point one of samples is chosen and query is positioned among
x* samples. It this case accurate answer y* should be equal to the position of y
sample. For testing both methods a sample representing December 1994 was
chosen. Both methods were given the task to calculate answer for question point
equal to the x-value of the sample taken out. The results achieved are shown below.
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The tested sample: x (money supply) = 0.25, y (unemployment rate) = 0.81.
The question: “What does y* amounts to if x*= 0.25?”
The KNN-method: the answer y* = 1.014, the mean absolute error MAE = 0.20296
The mini-model method: the answer y* = 0.774, MAE = 0.03705.
The above example shows that the KNN-method is not effective regression
method in information gaps contrary to mini-models. If the question point lies
nearer to one border of an information gap the KNN-method chooses for
calculation of the answer y samples of the nearest border. Thus, this method loses
information about the tendency of changes dy/dx of the modeled dependence. And
the mini-model method identifies this tendency and takes it into account at
calculating the answer y*.
Additionally, the length of the mini-model is the third information identified
by the mini-model (information about the validity range of the mini-model) apart
from its position and inclination dy/dx. Thus, the information delivered by the
mini-model is much richer than that delivered by the KNN-method.
Additionally, the superiority of mini-models is supported by the fact that in
the cross-validation test for all 96 samples (not only for one sample as in the
example above) the mini-model method has shown in most experiments higher
prediction precision than the KNN-method. In the experiment described in this
paper the mean absolute error MAE equals for the mini-model 0.021 whereas the
KNN method had the error equal to 0.093 for the unemployment rate y normalized
to the interval [0,1].
On example of samples shown in Figure 1 one could think that existence of
information gaps in samples is a rare event. Unfortunately, the truth is the other
way round. In the case of dependence y = f(x) investigated in this paper, 96
samples seems to be a considerable number, which tightly covers the interval [0, 1]
of variable x (normalized money supply). However, when the unemployment rate
is modeled in 3D space, y = f(x1, x2), where x1 – money supply, x2 – population
number, the same 96 samples have to cover the area [0, 1]∗[0, 1] of the input space
X1∗X2. This number of samples covers input space only fragmentary and a larger
part of this space is without samples and creates great information gap. Then no
questions concerning the unemployment rate are allowed in this space part.
Participation of the space without any samples in the full input space drastically
increases with the number of explanatory variables x taken into account in
modeling, e.g. when the unemployment rate is modeled in 4D or larger space. As
investigations described in [4] have shown modeling multidimensional
dependencies almost always is connected with considerable information gaps. For
this reason the mini-model method increases its superiority over the KNN-method
owing to its capability of identifying tendencies dy/dx in samples and of the minimodel-lengths.
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5. CONCLUSION

The mini-model method is an effective method of modeling that gives good
prediction results in regression tasks. The authors have not tested classification
applications of this method until now. Mini-models have some similarity with the
popular KNN-method and can easily be mistaken with it. The paper presented main
differences between both methods and also explained why mini-models are more
precise than models delivered by the KNN-method. The authors have investigated
modeling capabilities of mini-models in 2D- and 3D-space and at present they are
preparing computer programs and experiments with this method for higher spaces.
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DECYZIER - QUICK DECISION MAKING SYSTEM WITH COLOUR
SPECTRUM SETS USING
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Abstract. The paper presents a concept of the system, which support quick
decision making under critical, crisis or uncertain conditions or based on
incomplete data resources. The system was created for managers acting on
all management levels, but particularly for senior managers to eliminate the
problem of unaware decision-making. In order to make data analysis author
uses the colour spectrum sets, due to which the integration of data from
different sources is possible. The additional advantage of this system is the
low-cost creation and maintenance, which makes it suitable for any user.
Keywords. Decision-making, intuition, colour spectrum, membership
function.

1. INTRODUCTION

Decision-making is a critical element of management process, since a specific
choice determines success or failure of the business. The necessity to make decisions accompanied the managerial issues from the beginning of management history. Over the years decisions were mainly made on the basis of intuition and experience, because of the luck of the other techniques. Development of information
technology and its actual implementation in organizations helps to support the
process of decision-making.
Each managerial decision is made taking into account the existing determinants, which combination is unique or rarely repeats. Manager will never be able to
establish all the facts he should know about problem. Most decisions must be based
on incomplete knowledge, either because of the unavailability of information or
because its siege would require too much time and money [4]. Decisions taken at a
glance often can be better than long thoughtful. According to research of Li Zhaoping from University College London, it seems that people should make better decisions, when they have enough time to familiarize with the problem. Instead, it appears that is exactly vice versa: it is better when they do not have enough time to
thinking.

Every human daily receive hundreds of thousands of information from the environment. Most of the information we collect as unaware. Some people use
mainly the signals they receive from environment using five fundamental senses.
Other people rely on sixth sense - intuition.
2. COLOUR SPECTRUM - AS THE TOOL OF DATA COLLECTING AND DATA
PROCESSING

In the world of computers and media the image information is ubiquitous, and
colour is one of the most important means of expression and transmission of information. Colour perception plays a key role in the perception of the surrounding
world. It can equally well help human in understanding the information from the
environment and to mislead him or to cause undesirable emotional reactions.
Colour is a reflected light, we see it and we percept it through eyes, senses
and brain. Human sees only 40% of the light spectrum (rainbow colours), but people believe and claim that our sensitivity to the colour has a close connection with
the sensitivity to feel and that together with the spiritual development we will can
see the colour shades, which today our eye is not able to distinguish (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Visible colour spectrum. Source: own preparation.

The analysis of preferences and perceptions of the client or user usually can
be made in two ways: by using a numerical scale or by using a linguistic scale.
However, both approaches contain a number of defects, which impede their application in decision support systems. Language does not reproduce realty faithfully,
it just transmits passwords associated with realty and describing it [6]. The specific
words we usually use at the scale are limited to 5-7 linguistic quantifiers. To obtain
larger scale requires much time and effort, however not every customer or end user
interprets the scale in the same way. Systems based on linguistic data are very
costly, knowledge base creation is a very long process and requires experts intervention. A separate knowledge base is usually created for concrete decision situation or for concrete industry. In exceptional, critical or unplanned situations such
systems generally do not work.
The numerical scales have other disadvantages and, above all, there is no possibility of processing the linguistic data with their use. Spectral scale is intuitively
understandable for each user and gives possibility to split on multiple intervals.
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Barrier in intervals establishing is only the ability of the human eye to spot the
difference between them. Standard observer can distinguish about million colours,
the perception of colours is takes place as the specified value, that defines the
smallest striking difference between alternate colour impressions (threshold of
colour difference).
In order to compare numeric scale perception and colour spectrum scale perception and to establish differences in evaluations, testing experiments were done
using the spectral membership function shown in Fig. 2. It was found that 89% of
respondents give a more accurate assessment using the spectral sets than using
numerical assessments, 6% of respondents was not able at all to provide numeric
data in numeric scale. Average error was approximately about 0,1. In addition, it
was found that it is easy for human eye to distinguish the spectrum, which have up
to 35 colors, while the range of 18 -30 is the most efficient for decision-making.
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Figure 2. Rectangular spectral membership function. Source: own preparation.

3. INTUITIVE APPROACH FOR DECISION-MAKING

Term "intuition" appears increasingly in reputable journals of management.
Intuition has become a powerful tool for making complex decisions, a tool used by
the largest companies in the world [1, 2, 3, 8]. The best business ideas of entrepreneurs are the result of developing intuition. Sony, which is known for its intuitive
approach to business, produced walkman without market research. Similarly, intuition suggest to Bill Gates and Paul Allen – Microsoft's developers, that will be a
day that someone build a small computer for mass use and then they will be prepared to start developing software for it. Entrepreneur Tom Chappel claims that his
company creates together with his wife, based on own intuition, often against the
advice of specialists of marketing and advertising. Great businessman, George
Soros, appreciates the value of insensible calculation [7]. Carried out worldwide
researches increasingly acknowledge the close correlation between the so-called
business intuition and achieved profits.
Psychological tests carried out on a group of American managers showed that
people with excellent extra-sensory capacity have won more financial success than
their competitors. The advantage of intuition over the logical thinking, especially in
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complex situations, confirmed the Nobel Prize winner Daniel Kahneman, lecturer
at the University of Princeton.
Intuitive thinking is hard to define. It is based on memory, verbal reactions, it
is precognitive, made in different states of awareness. Selye specifies intuitions as
non-cognitive intelligence without reasoning or request. "This is the immediate
understanding or knowledge without reasonable thinking" [5]. Man can also specify intuitive thinking as precognitive (knowledge of future events, which could not
be inferred from knowledge of the current) and anticipatable.
In Poland, intuitive approach to management have not yet widespread recognition. Polish managers afraid to confess that most business decisions they made
subconsciously, using intuition, although usually these was exact decisions according to research of Mazur Anna [7]. Most of managers registered on the internet
newsgroup Golden Line are ashamed or fears to say that make business decisions
based on the intuition, not on logic. They justify themselves mainly of concern
about superior’s reaction or their environment. Management must be based solely
on mechanical, analytical model taught in schools. This method in today's world is
increasingly misleading.
On the other hand, restricted trust principle should be applied against intuition. Intuition without logical analysis and verification can be burdened by illusions, superstitions and stereotypes. The connection of rational deliberate thinking
with subconscious intuition constitutes a basis for making the most effective decisions. Doubtful that ever be succeed to find two types of managers, one of which
makes decisions solely on the basis of intuition, a another one - on the basis of
analytical techniques. Every manager should use a combination of both of these
types of capabilities.
4. THE CONCEPT OF DECISION-MAKING AT THE DECYZIER SYSTEM

DECYZIER is an expert system, which support quick managerial decisionmaking under the following conditions:
 Under critical conditions: What must be done in the case of hardware failure? What to do in case of delay in delivery item?
 Under uncertain conditions: Which of ideas of my subordinates should I
realize?
 In terms of risk: In which object I should invest the money?
 Based on incomplete data;
 Based on private data: Whether to sign a contract with the prospective coowner? Whether should I trust the new director and entrust him specific
task?
 Settlement of the conflict: Who is right? Who is wrong?
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Decisions, which can’t be supported with using of any system included in
enterprise information infrastructure;
 Mixed: Which employee I should dismiss and which should be promoted?
What should I do to improve urgently company’s image and to avoid customers leaving?
In practice almost all managerial decisions are taken in “mixed” conditions
with a predominance of one or another type.
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interface
START
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Variants enter

Determine the factors affecting
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Enter the factors
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and negative
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barriers and restrictions

Restrictions enter

Knowledge
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Inference engine

Factor evaluation
Factors validity definition
Comprehensive intuitive assessment
of variants

Spectrum sets
Report generation

THE END Variant selection
Figure 3. System DECYZIER algorithm. Source: own preparation.

In this system each decision problem treated as a choice between several
situations, objects or persons. Each of them has several distinguishing characteris48

tics or factors. These characteristics can have a positive or negative influence on a
particular decision or can have not influence on it at all. Negative characteristics
may be presented in two types: barriers and restrictions. Restrictions just reduce the
efficiency of decision, while barrier may lead to the total elimination of the variant.
Each factor has a specific validity for decision-maker. Validity (weight) should be
determined by user. In addition, at this stage it is also possible to take the user intuition under consideration.
The main assumptions of the concept of artificial intelligence engine (Fig. 3)
can be represented in mathematical form:
W i = Pi − N i

(4.1)

where: Wi - comprehensive assessment of the variant;

Pi – comprehensive assessment of positive factors of variant;
N i – comprehensive assessment of negative factors of variant;

i - variant number.
Pi =

n

∑p

ij

,

i = 1, m

(4.2)

,

i = 1, m

(4.3)

j =1

Ni =

n

∑n

ij

j =1

where:

p ij - the assessment of positive factor validity;
nij - the assessment of negative factor validity.
p ij = I j × Vij

(4.4)

nij = I j × Vˆij

(4.5)

where:
i - variant number;
j- factor number;
I j - factor validity;
Vij - positive factor value;

Vˆij - negative factor value.

In order to compare the variants method of gravity center is used, because the
biggest concentration of the colour is in the middle of each interval.
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The next step is the construction of the decision matrix and the placement of
normalized comprehensive assessments of each variant.
First, it should be determined the length ℓ of axis x “rationality”:

A = Wmax − Wmin

(4.6)

where:

Wmax - maximum comprehensive assessment;
Wmin - minimum comprehensive assessment.
Next, it should be determined the maximum and minimum value of comprehensive assessment:
Wmax =

n

∑ (I

j

× Vij max ) −

j =1

Wmin =

j

× Vˆij min )

(4.7)

j

× Vˆij max )

(4.8)

j =1

n

∑ (I

n

∑ (I

j

j =1

× Vij min ) −

n

∑ (I
j =1

where:

Vij max - maximum value of positive factor;
Vij min - minimum value of positive factor;
Vˆ
- maximum value of negative factor;
ij max

Vˆij min

- minimum value of negative factor.

All the values from the decision matrix are contained in the interval [0;1].
Therefore it is necessary to carry out normalization of results of Wmax, Wmin and Wi
estimation:

xN =

x − xmin
xmax − xmin

where:

x N - normalized variable value;
x - the actual variable value;
xmin - the minimum value of the variable;
xmax - the maximum value of a variable.
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(4.9)

The final step is a decision matrix building on the basis of the normalization
results according to Fig. 4. This matrix provides colour, numeral and linguistic
interpretation for each variant of decision.
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Figure 4. Decision Matrix. Source: own preparation.
5. AN EXAMPLE OF PROBLEM SOLVING USING DECYZIER SYSTEM

Manufacturing company with a view to the future expansion into new markets
decided to start the implementation of two projects: to replace the old ERP system
with new one and simultaneously to create company’s corporate portal. Overseeing
the projects was entrusted to the IT director, which unfortunately after half of a
year decided to resign from job position, due to personal reasons. In this situation
the board of the company consider four solutions: 1) to persuade current director to
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remain in the position 2) to promote director’s deputy, 3) to employ a new person,
4) to delegate the projects realization to outsourcing company.
Table 1. Factor analysis.
N
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Factors
Features/positive factors
competency
experience
knowledge about the company
personal relationship
loyalty
involvement in work
contact with subordinates
contact with the directors
positive attitude
presence
contacts in the industry
prestige (opinion in industry)
managerial skills
age

15
16
17
18
19

Total
Features/negative factors
time
cost
salary
exposure to changes
the presence of foreign people

Intuition

0,775

0,675

0,475

0,325

validity
0,875
0,875
0,825
0,775
0,875
0,775
0,525
0,775
0,675
0,675
0,625
0,575
0,825
0,625

1 var
0,875
0,875
0,925
0,825
0,725
0,675
0,625
0,775
0,825
0,925
0,875
0,875
0,925
0,975

2 var
0,675
0,625
0,825
0,675
0,925
0,875
0,725
0,625
0,775
0,625
0,575
0,525
0,675
0,825

3 var
0,675
0,675
0,475
0,525
0,625
0,675
0,675
0,725
0,775
0,625
0,425
0,525
0,775
0,875

4 var
0,975
0,975
0,625
0,525
0,525
0,775
0,575
0,725
0,825
0,925
0,975
0,975
0,975
0,875

8,623

7,3725

6,6651

8,255

0,975
0,275
0,775
0,125
0

0,775
0,525
0,575
0,525
0

0,925
0,725
0,525
0,875
0,275

0,725
0,975
1
0,725
1

1,35
7,273

1,7263
5,6462

2,5094
4,1557

3,1744
5,0806

0,875
0,775
0,225
0,875
0,925

Total
Comprehensive assessment Wi

Source: own preparation.

Because the dates of project realization have already been slightly shifted and
demand for company’s products is seasonal, it is very important for the Board of
the company to complete the project before the beginning of the season. It was
decided that the solution should be found by the General Director in two days: one
day to gather the necessary data, and the second to take the final decision and to
make arrangements. Decision, in this case, is taken under critical conditions, based
on incomplete data, as well as on private data. There is no systems included in the
information infrastructure of the company, which is able to support such kind of
decision. Table 1 contains individual factors for each of the variants, taken into
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account by a General Director. The evaluation and validity are given according to
Figure 2 with colour spectrum sets using. Intuitively, decision maker evaluate the
first variant as 0,775, second – 0 7675, third-0,475, fourth-0,325.
On the basis of the obtained results, it can be concluded that the best variant
of decision is the first variant, as intuitively foresaw earlier General Director. According to his intuitive feelings fourth variant is the worst, but the results of a calculation shows, that from the rational point of view this variant is better than the
third variant.
intuition
1

The most

The Best,

Very good

Intuitional

Balanced

Intuitional
0,75

W1
W2

Intuitional,
good

Intuitional

0,5

Good,
Balanced

Very good

Rational,
W4 good

Rational

Rational

The most

W3
Bad,

Bad

Balanced
0,25

Very
bad
0

Bad

Rational
0,25

0,5

0,75

1

rationality

Figure 5. Decision Matrix. Source: own preparation.

Therefore, spectral matrix is an efficient tool to resolve such situations. Figure
5 shows the results of comprehensive assessment and provides the colour, numeral
and linguistic interpretation for each variant of decision.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

Directors, as opposed to researchers, rarely are free to make decisions based
on precise analyses. They work under the pressure of time, have lots of choices,
their decisions are impulsive, while have influence at the fate of the whole company. Therefore, in such situations the combination of rational and intuitional approach used in DECYZIER system is very efficient.
On the basis of experiment results it is possible to provide the benefits of the
proposed system: quick decision-making; supporting of various types of managerial decisions; low cost of system creating and maintaining; not extensive knowledge base; possibility to use without recourse to experts; integration of data from
different sources; clear and simple operation; the possibility of taking intuition into
account; the user doesn’t need to have advanced training; the ability to obtain more
accurate results than using the linguistic scale; possibility of unique factors analysis
in emergencies or in crises situations; ability to analyze factors known only to the
user (privacy in decision-making).
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PREDICTIVE MODELING AS THE COMPONENT
OF CUSTOMER INTELLIGENCE
Olga Pilipczuk
Department of Information Management
University of Szczecin
Abstract. To maximize customer satisfaction and increase customer lifetime
value, the service enterprise has to know not only what customers are most
likely to want, but also how and when they will want it delivered. With predictive analytics, it is possible to achieve this level of knowledge. The aim of
paper is to present the problem of the predictive modeling in CI systems for
service enterprises. At the beginning the process of evolution of CRM from
data level to level of knowledge management and intelligence is described.
Next, article shows an overview of the market of CRM tools and illustrates
the place of the predictive modeling in among these tools. Special attention is
given to the customer analytics at service organizations.
Keywords. Customer Intelligence, CRM systems, predictive modeling.

1. INTRODUCTION

The last several years saw the rise of Customer Relationship Management
(CRM) as an important business approach. Entrepreneurs have realized that they
have to understand the needs of their customers. Liu and Shih [9] reinforce this
statement by suggesting that intense competition is forcing organizations to develop novel marketing strategies to capture customer needs, and improving satisfaction and retention. It is widely accepted now that exceeding customer expectations is path to customer satisfaction, delight, and loyalty [8].The customer is the
main source of the company’s present profit and future growth. However, a good
customer, who provides more profit with less resource, is always scarce because
customers are knowledgeable and the competition is fierce. Sometimes it is difficult to distinguish who is the real customer because the buying decision is frequently a collaborative activity among participants of the decision-making process
[18]. Information technologies such as CRM systems have to provide the abilities
to distinguish and manage customers.

2. THE EVOLUTION OF CRM SYSTEMS

CRM can be understood as a marketing approach that is based on customer
information [17]. Its objective is to return to the world of personal marketing. The
concept main idea is relatively simple: instead of analyzing the mass market of
people or firms, trying to understand the each customer individually.
CRM systems have evolved from the clear business recognition that the customer, to intelligent systems with possibility of prediction the customer behavior,
satisfaction and loyalty using the data-mining technologies (Figure 1).
Traditional CRM systems developed as an evolutionary process originating
from corporate customer support systems. These systems help to manage customer
service by placing customer historical information in corporate databases, which in
turn are utilized for different applications from marketing management to supply
chain management.
Reporting and OLAP provide information about past customer behavior and
interactions. Data mining and real-time personalization are forward-looking and
can be used to guide future interactions. Over time, as companies move toward
these predictive technologies, they increase the business value of their CRM information [20].

Figure 1. Evolution of analytical CRM. Source: [20].

In the 90s, studies have shown that it is from 6 to 12 time more expensive to
gain a new customer than to retain an existing one. Statistics like these help the
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enterprises to become more knowledgeable and intimate with customers. So, due to
this reason Customer Intelligence concept was created.
Customer Intelligence Concept is a main part of effective Customer Relationship Management, and when effectively implemented it is a rich source of insight
into the behavior, experience, preferences, operations, loyalty, assets of a company's customer base. With these deep insights into customers’ preferences and
needs, managers can better target the cross-selling of products and refine marketing
actions.
Customer Intelligence (CI) systems aimed at analyzing information to gain
knowledge of customer attributes. They helps organizations to solve different problems such as:
 Increasing and predicting the loyalty of profitable customer;
 Reducing and predicting customer attrition/churn;
 Tailoring prices, offers, or product components to specific types of customers;
 Cross-selling opportunities;
 Improving cost efficiency and effectiveness of marketing campaigns;
 Provision of single point of contact with a customer [19].
3. THE OVERVIEW OF CUSTOMER PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS AND
CUSTOMER DATA MINING SOLUTIONS MARKET

Customer Analytics is the approach taken by the organization to gather,
analyze, and ultimately utilize the customer information located in an
organization’s databases. Predictive analytics enable an enterprise to look forward
and predict the future needs and preferences of customers. It combines the historical data with critical insight to solve problems, achieve business objectives, find
logical paths in customer behavior, and then use the combined knowledge to chose
actions that can improve management. By using predictive profiles, productaffinity models, segment migration models, response models, and even survey
research, it is possible to generate predictive intelligence about customers [21].
The situation at the Customer Data-Mining Applications market is changing
from year to year. According to Gartner Group research SAS and SPSS was the
leading vendors in the customer data mining application market in 2008 (Figure 3).
Think Analytics emerges as a visionary, Angoss Software and Portrait Software
assume the role of challengers.
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Figure 2. Magic Quadrant for Customer Data-Mining Applications Source:[18].

Figure 3. Magic Quadrant for Customer Data-Mining Applications. Source: [18].

In 2009 Unica, which had been the niche player in 2008, became a unsurpassed leader. High position assume SAS, Teradata and Oracle (Figure 2).
An independent analytical company Forrester rated the SAS Institute in the
first place among the nine vendors report, which include 53 criteria in three catego58

ries: current offer, development strategy and market presence (Figure 4). Score
issued on the basis of questionnaires filled out by suppliers, product demonstration,
and interviews with users. SAS Solutions have earned the highest ratings in all
three categories-especially appreciated was the functionality solutions, related services, licensing, costs and the direction and vision of development.

Figure 4. SAS a Leader in Independent Report: Forrester Wave: Predictive Analytics And
Data Mining Solutions. Source: [20].

The lider of the market, Unica, offers CRM system with variety rage of modules. Unica software focuses exclusively on the needs of marketing organizations
by providing web and customer analytics, offline and online demand generation,
and marketing resource management. Unica PredictiveInsight module is easy-touse yet powerful data mining and predictive analytics capabilities [22].
Unica PredictiveInsight consists of four modules, each designed to help marketers perform a fundamental type of marketing analysis:
 Response Modeler: predicts the likelihood of any individual to exhibit any
behavior;
 Cross-Seller: predicts what each individual is most likely to buy, and what
offer or web content they’ll be most interested in;
 Customer Segmenter: helps marketers understand what’s driving their customers’ and site visitors’ behavior;
 Customer Valuator: predicts the value each customer or prospect will deliver, measured in revenue, profitability, or other metrics.
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Unica PredictiveInsight's intelligent algorithms choose the best-fitting models
and input variables from hundreds of Linear regression, Neural networks, CHAID,
CART, Naïve Bayes, K-means, RFM, Parameter optimization (exhaustive and
generic search) [22].
SAS® Customer Intelligence solutions enable enterprises to deepen their customer insights, choreograph customer interactions and continuously improve organization’s marketing performance [20].
Deepen Customer Insight module enables to manage customer data and understand the behavior patterns of the best and worst customers. By having insight
into customers’ attitudes, behavior, profitability and risk, it is possible to make
smarter decisions for marketing organization.
Steps in this segment include:
 Manage quality customer data by accessing virtually any database to create
a customer-centric data repository, moving data between operational and
marketing systems, and cleansing the data to ensure that decisions are
made using the right data.
 Predict customer behavior using a range of analyses, including customer
value analysis, market basket analysis, customer profitability, response
modeling, churn analysis, credit scoring and more.
 Profile and segment customers based on historical behavior, profitability
and lifetime value.
SAS Enterprise Miner provides the most comprehensive set of advanced predictive and descriptive modeling algorithms, including clustering and selforganizing maps, Market basket analysis, Sequence and Web path analysis, Dimension reduction techniques: Variable selection, LARS (Least Angle Regression)
variable selection, Principal components, Variable clustering, Time series mining,
Manage time metrics with descriptive data;
Linear and logistic regression, decision trees, gradient boosting, neural networks, partial least squares regression, two-stage modeling, memory-based reasoning, model ensembles, including bagging and boosting.
SPSS predictive analytic Enterprise Solutions address interconnected business
objectives across entire organization, with a focus on full convergence of analytics,
architecture, and business process. Gain unparalleled customer intimacy, and drive
both intellectual property and innovation. SPSS's deployment methodology — pr3
— is an incremental, phased approach aligned with the convergence of analytics,
business process and technology [21]. Phases of deployment meet each of the three
aspects of convergence:
 Analytics: identify the best analytics to solve your business problem given
the available data;
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Business Process: embed the predictive results of these analytics within
your own business processes and take action in real-time;
 Technology: use service oriented architecture and compatible technology
to rapidly integrate with your current technology infrastructure.
SPSS Predictive Analytics Software consists of many modules and provides
the variety set of advanced predictive and descriptive modeling algorithms:
IBM SPSS Advanced Statistics module includes: generalized linear models,
generalized estimating equations, general linear models , linear mixed models,
general models of multiway contingency tables, hierarchical loglinear models for
multiway contingency tables, loglinear and logit models to count data by means of
a generalized linear models approach, survival analysis procedures cox regression
with time-dependent covariates, Kaplan-Meier, life tables.
IBM SPSS Custom Tables module includes the following significance tests:
chi-square test of independence, comparison of column means (t test), comparison
of column proportions (z test).
IBM SPSS Decision Trees includes: CHAID, Exhaustive CHAID, Classification and regression trees (C&RT), QUEST.
IBM SPSS Exact Tests: pearson chi-squared test, linear-by-linear association
test, contingency coefficient, uncertainty coefficient—symmetric or asymmetric,
Wilcoxon signed-rank test, Cochran's Q test, binomial test and many more.
IBM SPSS Missing Values, using either the Multilayer Perceptron or Radial
Basis Function procedure.
IBM SPSS Regression: multinomial logistic regression, binary logistic regression, nonlinear regression, constrained nonlinear regression, weighted least
squares, two-stage least squares, probit analysis.
IBM SPSS Neural Networks module includes most of the types of networks.
4. CUSTOMER PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS FOR SERVICE ENTERPRISES

In its simplest form we can describe a service as an action performed by one
entity on behalf of another. It is very hard to predict the customer behavior in service industry due to the heterogeneous, and in many domains, rapidly evolving
nature of services.
What we have to know and predict about customer behavior in service industry? What kind of service customer needs? Which type of behavior say us that the
customer will change his mind in future? Who is remain? Who is leave? When it is
happened? Which client is risky/ ought to gone? Why clients are gone? Which
criteria attract new customers to buy our service? How the intensity of buying will
change in future and many more.
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Much work has been done in the area of CRM and predicting customer behavior in service industry. Most of them are concentrated on churn and loyalty prediction on the basis of historical data about customer behavior.
Attrition models (also called loyalty or retention models) are simply a statistical prediction of which customers are likely to remain loyal and which are likely to
leave [6]. They are estimated by using historical customer data that includes: observable predictive variables for each customer as of some specified point in time,
and whether or not each customer remained loyal (and for how long) after that
point in time. By applying the model to current customers, a prediction of future
loyalty is obtained. As with all models, this prediction is a matter of degree. It is
not possible to guarantee loyalty or attrition for specific customers, customers can
be separated just into high-risk and low-risk groups [6].
Deliberate churn is the problem that most companies try to battle. This type of
churn occurs when a customer decides to buy products or services from a competing company. Regression analysis, neural networks, decision trees are the most
popular techniques used by the researchers dealing with predicting customer churn.
It is apparent that each of the technologies provides varying results. The results for
all methods can be viewed in Table 1.
Table 1. Overall Comparison of Technologies.

NN Bayesian
NN Standard
Decision tree
Regression

Accuracy %
Predicted churn
Predicted non-churn
70%
75%
55%
79%
66%
88%
51%
94%
Source: [6].

Overall accuracy
74%
72%
82%
81%

It can be observed from Tab.1 that neural networks with a Bayesian framework perform the best for predicting customer churn while linear regression is very
accurate for predicting non-churn. Overall the best performing technology was the
regression tree and the poorest was the standard neural network. The most difficult
class of customers to predict and the most important, are the churners. This means
that the most accurate method for the author’s research is the neural network using
Bayesian architecture. As mentioned, it is apparent from Tab.1 that the decision
tree is the best overall technique; this is probably because of its rule based architecture [6].
Using the CI systems it is also possible to predict customer satisfaction and
preferences in order to determine how to increase customer base, customer loyalty,
revenue, profits, market share and survival. The Figure 5 shows a CI predictive
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model for service industries. Emotions are the key point of the customer world
perception. They have influence on preferences, experience and satisfaction.
According to many authors macro and microenvironment variables identify
changes in the world, deferent experiences of customers, critical success factors
and personal characteristics, which are working as a filters and can affect the way
customers use a service [10,16]. In order to predict customers loyalty or churn it is
very important to build potential need model, which include intensity of service
using, seasoning, time intervals between moments of consumption and to compare
this potential model with actual need model.
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Figure 5. Customer prediction model for service enterprises. Source: own preparation.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

The market of predictive analytics and customer intelligence systems is in
continuous development. According to different sources the best solutions at the
moment are Unica, SAS and SPSS software, which use the advanced intelligent
predictive techniques such as: neural networks, decision trees, regression, parameter optimization, two-stage modeling etc. The prediction models we using in the
service industry should be different of the models created for production enterprises, because of the heterogeneous and rapidly evolving nature of services. To
make an exact prediction we need to gather all the information from enterprise and
customer environment, to examine all the emotions associated with them and,
finally, to make segmentation by personal characteristics, experience and key drivers. On this basis it is possible to make prediction about customer satisfaction, loyalty, service quality and preferences.
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AN EXPERT SYSTEM FOR THE MANUFACTURING PROCESS
STATE EVALUATION - ASSUMPTIONS
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Abstract. The aim of the paper is to present an idea of an expert system for
manufacturing process state evaluation, treated as a process capability index.
The evaluation is determined on the basis of many process state measures
such as: parameters, diagnostic signals and events. Decision rules are induced
from historical data describing the process. The use of rough set theory and
its extension to attributes with a preference scale makes it possible to obtain
certain, possible and approximate rules with specific syntax enabling
the compact knowledge representation (relations “≥”, “≤” and “=”).
The discovered rules, accepted by a domain expert, will become the knowledge base of the expert system – the classifier of manufacturing process state.
In the paper the assumptions of building such a system are presented. Special
attention is drawn to the operating procedure of its inference engine.
Keywords. Expert system, process state evaluation, rough sets, inference
engine.

1. INTRODUCTION – PROBLEM STATEMENT

In the management of a manufacturing process, particularly in the control of
such a process, it is important to have a possibility of the current (carried out “online”) process evaluation. This evaluation is identified in the paper as the assessment of process quality and reflects its ability to meet quality requirements. The
manufacturing process state (abbr. MPS) evaluation, which determines the effective process control and also determines an estimation of products (blanks) quality
in the process output, should take into account many factors affecting the process.
These factors are called process state measures and include:
– process parameters (e.g. injection pressure, mould temperature, cooling time);
– diagnostic signals (e.g. vibrations, noise, ambient temperature);
– events occurring during the process (e.g. chipping of cutting edge, error of an
operator).

Finding the mathematical model for determination of manufacturing process state
evaluation on the basis of multiple state measures is the subject of the authors’
research. The presented research problem is illustrated in Fig. 1
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product quality
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PROCESS DATA
1 . Process parameters:
- speed of machining
- firing temperature
- injection pressure
...
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...

4 . Product quality evaluation
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Multidimensional function
of process safety
([x1,x2,…,xn]) <0,1>

Classifier of process state
([x1,x2,…,xn])

OUTPUT: EVALUATION OF PRODUCT/PROCESS QUALITY

Figure 1. Manufacturing process state evaluation problem. Source: [15].

It has been assumed that the outcome of a state evaluation need not be a
continuous value (e.g. representing the value of the probability of obtaining
products meeting quality requirements), but discrete, assuming predefined values,
e.g. from the set {1, 2, 3}. The discrete evaluation of a process state can be treated
as a forecast of products’ quality (e.g. good – bad or being of 1st, 2nd or 3rd quality
class).
Such a formulation of a problem of MPS evaluation is brought to the task of
classification of that state. A function mapping the vector of process state measures
onto the decision class (and the software that implements it) is defined as a classifier.
One of the possible solutions of the problem posed in such a way is a model as
a set of logical rules. These rules can be obtained in a knowledge discovery process
and later from the knowledge base of a decision support system (an expert system) –
a classifier of the manufacturing process state.
The next chapters present the reasons for choosing the rough sets theory as a
tool for an automatical knowledge acquisition and the idea of an advisory expert
system using the discovered rules for the evaluation of a manufacturing process state.
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2. ASSUMPTIONS CONCERNING PROBLEM SOLVING

A manufacturing process state classifier being a subject of authors’ research is
intended to be used in a production environment, which is changeable and described by characteristics of various nature. On the other hand, a potential user of
built software is both a process engineer (or a quality engineer) and a machine operator. Especially the latter one is not experienced in using in its daily work sophisticated mathematical models and computer applications.
For the above-mentioned reasons the method of MPS evaluation and, consistently, the software implementing it should be characterized by:
− low requirements of user knowledge about method mechanisms,
− ease of results interpretation and verification (no “black box”),
− a possibility of results visualization,
− an ability to process heterogenous data (qualitative and quantitative, dependent
and independent, with unknown distribution, attributes, and criteria),
− adaptability (an ability of “self-learning”),
− ease of application in production environment,
− universality (suitability for manufacturing processes of various nature).
After a survey and analysis of methods originated from the areas of multicriteria decision support and data mining the authors decided to choose the rule–
based approach using a rough sets theory and its extension to attributes with a preference ordered domain for the solution of MPS evaluation problem. The choosen
approach was called the Dominance–based Rough Set Approach (DRSA) by its
authors – Greco, Matarazzo, and Słowiński. It integrates a decision theory and
knowledge discovery and is briefly described in chapter 5.
The use of rough sets theory (precisely of DRSA) permits:
− generating logical rules from voluminous sets of data (from decision examples),
− processing inconsistent and ambiguous data,
− processing ordinal data without its conversion into numerical data,
− processing continous data without its discretization,
− data reduction,
− taking into account the preferential order in data.
The generality and flexibility of the rule–based approach on the one hand and
an intuitive rule understanding by people on the other, makes an expert system
using DRSA a very useful tool in the evaluation of the manufacturing process state.
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3. ARCHITECTURE OF EXPERT SYSTEM FOR THE MANUFACTURING
PROCESS STATE EVALUATION

An expert system for a given domain is a computer program that is capable of
solving problems at a performance level comparable to that of most human experts
in that domain [17]. Basic elements of its structure are:
− knowledge base, which is a collection of text files containing knowledge necessary to solve problems, called the domain knowledge,
− inference system (inference machine), which is an executable program, being
able to inference on the basis of knowledge and the data declared by the user.
It is worth noting that the separation of a knowledge base and inference machine is
one of the main characteristics of an expert system [11, 12].
A knowledge base and an inference engine (together with a user interface)
constitute the core of the expert system for MPS evaluation being developed. The
architecture of the whole system is shown in Fig. 2.

USER

DOMAIN
EXPERT

Figure 2. Architecture of expert system for the manufacturing process state
evaluation. Source: own preparation.

The software being elaborated will implement the approach based on decision
rules using a rough sets theory and a dominance relation (DRSA). By design, it is
able to process data typical of DRSA. Its knowledge base contains rules with
DRSA–syntax and its inference engine operates using these rules and special
DRSA–dedicated algorithms of classification.
The knowledge included in a knowledge base of the system is obtained automatically from decision examples given by a domain expert (decision maker).
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Decision examples are collected in a database of cases. The database of cases feeds
the rules induction engine which uses DRSA–dedicated algorithms for rules induction. The database of cases and rules induction engine are integral parts of a knowledge acquisition module. The rules discovered from decision examples by the rules
induction engine are transferred to the system core and saved in the knowledge base.
An integration of the knowledge acquisition module with the core of an expert
system is a specific feature of the expert system being elaborated.
The last but not least important issue in the area of expert systems, generally
not taken up in the paper but still a subject of further research of the authors, is a
user dialog. It includes, among others, explanation mechanisms, ways of results
visualisation and ways of dealing with the variables having linguistic values
The interfaces pointed out in Fig. 2 (i.e. user interface and knowledge acquisition interface) perform functions of a user dialog. They allow the communication
between the system and human beings who are a domain expert and an end user
(e.g. process engineer and/or machine operator).
A domain expert gives exemplary decisions of MPS classifications. After
their processing by a rules induction engine he/she verifies rules obtained automatically and accepts or rejects each of them using the knowledge acquisition interface. In such a way a participation of a knowledge engineer in the knowledge
acquistion process can be omitted. It makes a periodical knowledge acquisition
easier, which is of great importance in a production environment.
A user of the MPS classifier inputs a new case into the system, i.e. a vector of
MPS measures and requires the prediction of a product quality as a system response.
The presented architecture of an expert system for MPS evaluation will be
used in the development of two kinds of applications. The authors intend to, first,
build an expert system (including GUI) dedicated to a specific manufacturing process. Then, basing on the experience gained, the general requirements, especially for
a user dialog of MPS classifier, will be defined, which allows implementation of a
skeleton expert system (a shell of an expert system) with an empty knowledge
base, universal for a certain category of manufacturing processes.
The following chapters deal wider with concepts of knowledge base, inference engine and knowledge acquisition used in the presented expert system.
4. KNOWLEDGE BASE

A knowledge base of a developed expert system will consitute a set of logical
rules. A decision rule is a logical expression in shape of statement “if ..., then ...”. Its
premise (condition part) specifies values of one or more attributes of an object, while
the conclusion (decision part) specifies the decision – i.e. the undertaken action,
which is (in case of classifying) an assignment of an objet to a decision class.
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Due to the use of the rough set theory and the approach based on dominance
relation in a knowledge discovery process, (which are explained in the next chapter), a knowledge base of a system being developed will be filled by three types of
decision rules: certain (exact), possible, and approximate with a syntax using the
relation “≥” and “≤” both in conditional, as well as in decision parts of rules. Exemplary rules (respectively exact, possible, and approximate) are as follows:
– if strength ≤ 120 and temperature ≤ 26, then quality class ≥ 1,
– if vibrations ≥ 28 and humidity ≤ 3, then quality class ≤ 2,
– if strength ≤ 140 and vibrations ≤ 28, then possibly quality class ≥ 2,
– if vibrations ≥ 30 and humidity ≤ 2, then possibly quality class ≤ 3,
– if temperature ≥ 28 and humidity ≤ 2, then 2nd or 3rd quality class.
The denotation of relations in the decision part of a rule means the belonging
to a, respectively, “at least” or “at most” certain quality class. Since it is assumed
that the decision attribute has a preference scale (e.g. the higher the quality class,
the worse).
5. KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION

Problems connected with knowledge acquisition belong to the most difficult
in the area of expert systems [11]. Domain experts are the most common and basic
source of knowledge for expert systems. However the (explicit) knowledge acquisition from specialists is usually of a small efficiency. Among others, for that reason, the methods of automatically knowledge acquisition from the set of examples
are used more and more frequently (cf. [10]).
As mentioned above, a knowledge needed for the MPS evaluation will be discovered from decision examples. For algorithmic reasons they are represented in
the form of a decision table. Its rows are labelled by objects, whereas columns are
labelled by attributes and entries of the table are attribute–values.
In the presented problem attributes are process state measures (e.g. temperature, humidity, air pollution, vibrations, etc.) and an expert evaluation of product
quality. Objects are particular executions of a manufacturing process. An exemplary decision table is presented in Fig. 3.
Due to the inconsistency and the ambiguity of data it has been assumed that a
group of objects belonging to a given decision class, to the so-called category (e.g.,
products of 1st, 2nd or 3rd quality classes), will be represented by rough sets.
A rough set X is defined by lower and upper approximations of a set containing objects, which in the light of possessed knowledge surely (a lower approximation) or possibly (an upper approximation) belong to the set X, i.e. their membership can not be excluded. Objects in the lower approximation are in indiscernibility
relations with each other. Objects that belong to the upper approximation, but do
not belong to the lower approximation of X, represent the so-called boundary re71

gion of the rough set [13]. Each object placed in the table in Fig. 3 belongs to the
upper and/or lower approximation of at least one rough set of a corresponding decision class.

Figure 3. Exemplary decision table describing a manufacturing process and the quality
of a product at its outcome. Source: [15].

The classical rough sets approach (CRSA) proposed by Pawlak was extended
for multicriteria decision making purposes by replacement of indiscernibility relation with a dominance relation (DRSA) [4, 6, 14]. Attributes describing objects are
in DRSA replaced by criteria, i.e. the attributes with a preference ordered domain
(e.g. the higher the better).
The use of dominance principle means that for a given object x following sets
are defined (instead of a set of objects indiscernible with x in CRSA) as :
− a set of objects dominating x, denoted by D+(x)
− a set of object which are dominated by x, denoted by D-(x) [6, 14].
The idea of a single decision class in CRSA is replaced in DRSA by upward
and downward unions of classes which are regarded as “a class at least n” and “a
class at most n”, respectively. Analogically, as in the case of a quality class, an
object can surely or possibly belong to a given union of qualities classes.
DRS approach, therefore, detects contradictions in data resulting from its ambiguity but also semantic contradictions, such as: “worse evaluation in one of the
criteria while having another criteria unchanged and a better decision, i.e. quality
class”. An example of such a situation in manufacturing could be a shorter
(meaning: worse in a given manufacturing technology) cooling time of a mould in
a casting process and better cast quality at the same values of other attributes.
Downward and upward unions of classes are the starting point for an inductive rule generation from data contained in a decision table.
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As a result of this procedure following types of rules are to be obtained [4, 5, 14]:
− exact rules, induced from lower approximations of upward (exact D≥-decision
rules) and downward (exact D≤-decision rules) union of classes,
− possible rules, induced analogically from upper approximations,
− approximate D≥≤-decision rules, induced from boundaries of unions of classes.
Examples of rules which could be induced from a decision table presented in Fig. 3
have been contained in previous chapter.
In order to induct decision rules consistent with dominance principle specific
algorithms called DOMLEM i DOMApriori have need worked out. First of them –
the DOMLEM algorithm – is focused on inducing a minimal set of rules that covers all examples in the input data (minimal cover set of rules). The DOMApriori
algorithm enables to generate all the rules fulfilling some constraints defined by a
user (complete set of rules) [7, 18].
Both algorithms have been implemented in systems 4eMka2 and JAMM,
which are specialized software for multicriteria classification based on DRSA
[1, 8]. These packages are free software but may be used for non-profit purposes
only. Within the authors’ research an own implementation of the DRSA software
will be developed which can be later exploited in manufacturing companies.
6. INFERENCE ENGINE

As mentioned above, the inference engine is a key element of an expert system. It is responsible for an expert system ability of inference on the basis of
knowledge regarding a certain domain.
In expert systems that infer on the basis of rules, simple and complex rules
can be distinguished. Complex rules, as opposed to simple rules, allow the direct
determination of deductions by an advisory system. They have a complete, very
extensive decision part (cf. [3]).
A knowledge base of the classifier being developed will be established by
complex rules whose conclusions indicate that an object belongs to a concrete union of decision classes (i.e. to “at least” or “at most” of the given decision class, in
this case to a quality class). The inference, by means of such rules, is called classifying.
Classifying of objects consists in matching objects’ description to the condition parts of decision rules. In the case of classifying by means of (unordered) set
of rules, in general, one of three possible situations may happen, in which an object
is covered by:
1. no rule,
2. exactly one rule,
3. several rules [9, 18].
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In DRSA an assignment of an object to a decision class is carried out on the
basis of an intersection of all unions of classes, which are indicated by a decision
parts of matched rules [5, 14]. In this context, situations no. 1 and no. 2 shall be
interpreted as follows:
1. no assignment; in other words an object “belongs” to all decision classes
2. an object is assigned to the lowest decision class of those which are indicated by an upward union of classes or to the highest of downward union
of classes.
In the situation no. 3 the following cases are possible:
− all matched rules are D≥-decision rules (I),
− all matched rules are D≤-decision rules (II),
− the matched rules are D≥- or D≤-decision rules and their intersection
A. is empty,
B. includes one decision class,
C. includes at least two decision classes.
In the first (I) and the second (II) case the intersection of unions of classes is
meant to be nonempty and an object matched to D≥- or D≤-decision rules is assigned to the lowest or the highest decision class respectively.
In the case B an object, what is obvious, is matched to a class from an
intersection of union of classes indicated by decision rules, while cases A and C
mean an imprecise assignment of an object – to more than one decision class [5,
14, 16]. The examples of matching objects to classes which illustrate cases B and C
are shown in Fig. 4a and 4b.

Figure 4. Examples of objects’ assignment to decision classes in DRSA:
(a) precise assignment, (b) imprecise assignment [16].

The above considerations relate to the inference by means of certain rules. In
DRSA also possible and approximate rules are to be obtained. Possible rules induced from upper approximations of unions of classes could be “neglected” during
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the inference process, because they do not reflect an additional knowledge in comparison with the knowledge represented by exact (derived from upper approximations) and approximate rules (derived from boundaries of unions of classes). However, the possible rules are a convenient way to represent a possible knowledge.
Approximate rules (D≥≤-decision rules) represent a doubtful knowledge. Depending on an assumed approach they may be used in a process of new cases (objects) classifying or may be omitted.
For example, in the paper [16], which reports the use of the rough set theory
(both CRSA and DRSA) for technical diagnostics of a fleet of vehicles, it is assumed that the assignment of objects to decision classes is carried out with the
application of deterministic decision rules only.
Nevertheless, the originators of DRSA assume the use of approximate rules
when classifying new objects. If an object is covered by approximate rules, then it
is considered that the object belongs to a union of all classes indicated by decision
parts of those rules [5]. It is obtained in such a way as in the previously described
cases A and C, the imprecise assignment.
The way of classifying objects to classes presented above is a standard
method of classification used in DRSA. In [2] Błaszczyński, Greco and Słowiński
suggested another method for the assignment of objects to classes. The “new”
method does not use the intersection of unions of classes but the characteristics of
rules covering an object. It is particularly suitable for a variant of DRSA called
VC-DRSA (Variable Consistency DRSA) but, obviously, it can be applied within
DRSA as well. The method takes into account deterministic (exact) decision rules
only [2].
Among the earlier described possible situations of matching a decision rule to
an object, situation no. 1 is solved in the same way in the “new” method as in the
standard method.
In the case of covering an object by one rule (situation no. 2), it is calculating
for the triples “object z – rule q – decision class Clt” a value of
Scoreq(Clt, z) ∈ [0, 1] for each decision class. The score is a kind of strength of
covering rules and can be interpreted as a product of credibility and relative
strength of rule q with respect to decision class Clt or as a degree of certainty of the
assignment of z to Clt.
In the case of covering an object by several rules (situation no. 3), it is calculating for the triples “object z – set of rules R – decision class Clt” a value of
ScoreR(Clt, z) for each decision class. The score is equal to the difference between
scores representing rules covering an object and suggesting its assignment to decision class Clt and rules suggesting an assignment to decision class different from
Clt. It can be interpreted as a net balance of arguments in favor and arguments
against the conclusion that object z belongs to class Clt.
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Finally, an object z is assigned to the class Clt for which the value of
Scoreq(Clt, z) (or ScoreR(Clt, z) alternatively) is the greatest [2].
The score calculation algorithm is explained more formally in [2].
It is planned to use both suitable for DRSA methods of classification in the inference engine of MPS classifier being elaborated.
7. CONCLUSION REMARKS

In the paper the idea of the expert system for the manufacturing process state
evaluation has been presented. A special attention was drawn to its knowledge base
and operating procedures of an inference engine.
The system of MPS evaluation is designed to operate eventually in real industrial circumstances, which are changeable by nature. The elaborated software
should be able to adapt to them. This postulate can be achieved by a feedback of
the system core with the knowledge acquisition modul (cf. Fig. 2). A new case
given by a user, i.e. a new execution of manufacturing process and the system response (a prediction of product quality) could be compared with a real product
quality and saved in the database of cases if the predicted quality would differ from
the real quality. The new case after its possible verification by a domain expert
would extend the database of cases and could be used in a next iteration of knowledge acquistion process. This procedure would implement one aspect of the system
“self-learning” (system adaptability).
The supervision and control of industrial processes, as well as the diagnostics
of machines and processes are an important area of expert systems applications
(cf. [11]). The system being developed is meant to combine these functions. The
decision rules contained in its knowledge base can be used both to classify new
states of the process (prediction) and to explain causes of a given state (explanation
of patterns hidden in data).
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1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, advanced digital technology leads to the fast growth of multimedia data. The amount of audio-visual data currently accessible is staggering:
everyday, documents, presentations, homemade videos, motion pictures and television programs augment this ever-expanding pool of information.
The Berkeley project “How Much Information?” [Lyman and Varian, 2000]
have found that 4,500 motion pictures are produced annually amounting to almost
9,000 hours or half a terabyte of data every year. They further found that 33,000
television stations broadcast for twenty-four hours a day and produce eight million
hours per year, amounting to 24,000 terabytes of data [Rosenfeld at al 2003].
Knowledge discovery from the growing amount of multimedia data, so-called
multimedia mining, is recently a challenging field due to the non-structured nature
of multimedia data. Among the tools for managing and searching within multimedia database collections there is a strong need for effective tools to extract the useful knowledge embedded within multimedia data. In this context the processing of
multimedia data can be classified as data quality issue in terms of accessibility,
understandability and ease of operations.
Accessibility refers to the extent to which the data is available or easily and
quickly retrievable. Understandability refers to the extent to which data is easily
comprehended. Finally, the ease of operations characterizes the extent to which
data is easy to manipulate and to apply to different tasks.
In case of multimedia files the process of data transformation into the valuable
information can be challenging even for those who have faced the data quality
issues before.

Nowadays, the main research area is focused on decision-making applications
and tools which can be applied for problems that deal with:
- discovering relationships between different multimedia
- identifying semantic relationships between the events occurring in a movie
- classifying images based on their content,
- extracting patterns from sound,
- categorizing speech and music,
- recognizing and tracking the objects in video streams.
The article presents a brief overview of multimedia data mining techniques
with applications as well as describes the problems of information retrieval and
finally presents possible directions for future work in this area.
2. MULTIMEDIA DATA CHARACTERISTICS

Multimedia data term refers to all data types such as image, video, audio, text
etc. The most significant feature of multimedia data points to its semantic nature
rather than symbolic nature of alphanumerical data. Representing real world,
multimedia data is closer to human perception and hearing or sight senses.
Particular types of multimedia data played different role in the past depending on
technology growth. Nowadays, development focus on expanding video technology,
but new research would also expand the list of multimedia data term in the future.
Main features of multimedia data are as follow:
• non-structured nature
• semantic nature
• format and purpose diversity
• human perception attitude
• high density of information.
Multimedia data types can be classified as time dependent (dynamic in time)
like video or audio or time independent (static in time) like still image or text.
Video record is a chronological sequence of frames set with appropriate time
intervals. Time scale can be then absolute (eg. security monitoring) or relative (eg.
video art). Still image as an opposite has no correspondence to progressive time
scale. Due to its information density, multimedia data types require compression
method for storage, processing or application purposes. Lossless compression
methods can save storage space without losing information whereas lossy
compression methods limit data to necessary parts based mostly on human
perception.
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2.1. Image

In computer graphics, image can be represented by vector graphics based on
mathematical equations or bitmap graphics as a rectangular grid of pixels.
Nevertheless pixel data structure seems to be more natural form for any data
mining operations. Bitmap image consist of grid with horizontal and vertical
number of pixels called image resolution (eg. 800x600). Each pixel has its bit color
depth which describes an ability to imitate color tones. 8 bit color depth can
distinguish 256 color tones. Human perception of colors has numerical
representation based on color models like RGB, CMYK or HSB. A RGB is
additive model used three primary colors red, green and blue. Each color in RGB
color space is defined by combination of those three primary colors. Each RGB
component has numerical value where (0,0,0) stands for black and (255,255,255)
stands for white. The three elements RGB model imitates human sight sense and is
widely applied in computer graphics (like sRGB, Adobe RGB color spaces).
CMYK from the other hand is subtractive color model used for printing purposes.
Due to problems with printed color perception CMYK is based on four primary
colors: cyan, magenta, yellow and key black.
Images are compressed using many lossy or lossless compression methods.
RLE is common lossless method which is based on repeated items of the same
pixels (eg. 2 black pixels, 10 white pixels, 300 black pixels etc.). Another lossless
method is LZW which is based on repeated blocks of pixels (eg. 10011010).
Common image formats are:
bmp – designed by Microsoft bitmap format. Data structure consists of header and
bit map. Information about image height and width, bit depth and compression
method is a part of header. Bit map is a core grid of pixels. BMP format can be
compressed by RLE/LZW methods.
jpg – defined in 1991 common standard of image format. JPG format uses lossy
compression method.
tiff – more universal image format. Tiff can use different color modes, many color
depths and store additional information including color profiles and comments. Tiff
uses mostly lossless compression, but lossy methods are also possible.
gif – format used lossless compression method. GIF is used mostly for internet
purposes due to its color depth limitation (8 bit).
2.2. Video

Foundation of film and video technology is sequenced set of images presented
with appopriate time intervals. Based on visual inertia of human sight, number of
images in time period (so called frames) is controled by frame rate ratio (fps,
frames per second). Television standard for PAL system (ang. Phase Alternating
Line) used in Poland is 25 fps. NTSC standard (ang. National Television Standards
Committee) used in USA is 30 fps (29,97 fps). As a still image, video has also its
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resolution which describes amount of information for each frame. Standard PAL
system television use 720x576 resolution, but high resolution TV systems use
1920x1080 or 1280x720. Analog video resolution refers to number of lines on
a screen whereas digital systems use pixels. Screen proportion can be also
described by aspect ratio (eg. 4:3 or 16:9). Among the video parameters are also:
bit rate as an amount of information screening in time (eg. 25 Mb/s) and color
depth (eg. 24 bit). Due to storage and streaming limitation video formats use
compression algorithms. Since 1988 MPEG group is responsible for coding of
audio and video formats. MPEG-1 is a first standard of 320x240 pixels with 1,5
Mb/s bit rate designed in 1991. Popular audio MP3 format use MPEG-1
specification. In 1994 was designed MPEG-2 format with 1920x1152 resolution
and 3 to 130 Mb/s bit rate. MPEG-2 is commonly used in DVD and high definition
TV (HDTV). MPEG-4 (1998) specification was designed for streaming data
compression (eg. videoconference) and HDTV. MPEG-4 is used by WMA, WMV
(Microsoft) and QuickTime (Apple) formats. MPEG-7 is a descriptive standard of
multimedia data. Using XML format MPEG-7 can store image descriptors like:
color, shape, texture etc. Another MPEG-21 specification is a future standard for
interactive multimedia (also called rich multimedia).
Some common video formats are:
mov – developed by Apple and used by QuickTime MOV format is a multimedia
container file consisting of one or more tracks like audio, video, effects, animation
or text. Each media stream is encoded by appropriate codec.
mpeg – family of MPEG group formats.
avi (Audio Video Interleave) – developed by Microsoft in 1992 to store audio and
video data. AVI can carry many compression schemes using different
combinations of codecs.
wmv – designed by Microsoft format to handle video content.
2.3. Audio

Analog sound system describes air pressure changes in continuous way using
electric signal. Each sound system used numbers to this task is called digital.
Analog sound is transformed to alphanumerical form by analog-to-digital converter
during sampling process. Set of discrete voltage level values is a digital
representation of sound. Quality of sound depends on sampling frequency (Hz) and
bit resolution. Sound sampled 10 times per second has 10 Hz sampling frequency.
Bit resolution of sound is very similar to color bit depth of still image. 8 bit sound
resolution can represent 256 voltage levels.
Standard quality levels for sound are:
16 bit / 44,1 kHz – standard format for audio CD.
16 bit / 48 kHz – standard for digital video and DVD.
24 bit / 96 kHz – high standard for special purposes
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Common audio formats are:
CD – Audio – standard for commercial audio CD with 16 bit and 44,1 kHz
wav – popular standard developed by Microsoft and IBM. High quality sound with
CD-Audio sampling frequency and bit resolution and without compression.
Limited to 4GB due to 32 bit architecture.
midi – set in 1983 information exchange interface for musical instruments.
Standard MIDI File (SMF) can contain musical score.
mp3 – compression standard based on MPEG-1 specification.
3. MULTIMEDIA DATABASE SYSTEMS

Multimedia database systems are responsible for storing, processing and
providing for users all data types like image, video, audio or text so called
multimedia data types. Significant part of each multimedia database systems is
descriptors catalog called metadata. Due to multimedia data nature metadata layer
is essential and its aquisition is one of the important challenge within multimedia
database systems.
Standard architecture of multimedia database system consists of following
components:
multimedia data files catalog – set of multimedia data files like .tiff, .mov, .wav
or .txt files.
multimedia data files management system – responsible for physical processing
of multimedia data files.
metadata managment system – manage descriptive part of multimedia data on
logical level.
retrieval component – reponsible for information retrieval, query processing.
application component – end-user component responsible for providing
multimedia content, screening and streaming.
Challenges and characteristics of multimedia database systems [Barczak and
Wiśniewski 2009]:
significant amount of multimedia data – considering relational database system,
huge density of multimedia information is a real challenge.
complex data structures – instead of relational database systems there is a need
for object or object-relational oriented database systems.
advanced data processing – format conversion, data compression and
transformation are among problems.
advanced retrieval – content-based retrieval (CBR) with metadata descriptors.
multimedia content presentation – data streaming, density of information,
bandwidth.
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Some multimedia database systems examples:
telemedicine – applications supporting medical information. According to DICOM
(Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine) standard medical multimedia
database systems service images of computed tomography, magnetic resonance,
X-ray etc.
www.reelport.com - exchange platform for artists. Videoartist, filmmakers can
store multimedia content with apropriate descriptors in catalog and make
submission for festivals, distributors, TV station etc.
www.vimeo.com - entertainment and public platform for video content.
security – solutions for security like videomonitoring with abolute time scale.
TV and radio stations – platforms for multimedia content records.
4. APPLICATION OF DATA MINING TECHNIQUES

Data mining is defined as the process of extracting new, previously unknown
and potentially useful and understandable information from the data. Most of the
data mining applications have been focused on traditional databases, but there is
a need for information retrieval from multimedia databases.
Because of the unstructured nature of multimedia files it is difficult to extract
semantic information. For instance, semantic information for a given movie depends on time and therefore the movie must be split into multi-stream low level
metadata containing an abstract of semantic information.
General concept of the information retrieval from multimedia files, particularly video images, is reduced to the problem of creating an abstract from the image representation and save it as a vector of characteristics or signatures. The most
common set of attributes consists of:
- color which is represented by the color distribution of the original image;
- texture, describing the image graininess, smoothness, and the repetitive patterns;
- shape, defined as an object in the image with the areas of the same color, typically
using segmentation algorithms;
- location, which describes the location in the image of the aforementioned components: color, texture and shape.
The process of images comparisons according to only one specified attribute
will allow extracting from the multimedia database objects that represent similarity
but often completely different taking into account other features. The fig.1 is an
example of two images for which we would obtain the same distribution of colors,
but a different location.
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Figure 1. The images of the same colors distribution but a different location.
Source: own preparation based on (Barczak, Wiśniewski, 2009).

Similar case is presented on Fig. 2. On the fig. 2a there is similarity in terms
of the color and dissimilarity in terms of location, and the fig. 2b presents the similarity in terms of color and location and dissimilarity in terms of shape.

Figure 2. Similarity of the images in terms of color (2a), location and color (2b).
Source: own preparation based on (Barczak, Wiśniewski, 2009).

To measure the total dissimilarity between the compared images, or to notice
significant similarities between them, we need a quantitative method. Usually, the
procedures use the algorithms based on two parameters: the degree of sensitivity
expressed by weight for a given attribute, and the degree of similarity for each
attribute. If the weight for sensitivity measure is between 0 and 1 then 0 means that
a given feature (eg. shape, location) was omitted in the procedure for similarities
retrieval and 1 means that the feature is maximally important for that process. If the
degree of similarity is between 0 and 1 than 0 would be interpreted as complete
similarity and 1 would indicate complete dissimilarity.
Comparing the images solely on the basis of single criteria (attributes) may
not be useful, mainly because of the high degree of complexity of the content of the
images. Therefore a weighted sum of distances based on several criteria is needed.
Let’s give a small example where we aim to find two similar images in terms
of the color, texture and shape. In table 1 we have the weights and the distance
between the two images in terms of the color, texture and shape. In our example we
consider two possible weights for the attributes (features).
Table 1. The weights and the distance between the two images in terms
of the color, texture and shape.
Measure Feature
Weights 1
Weights 2
Distance

Color
0.7
0.1
0.15

Texture
0.2
0.2
0.05

Shape
0.1
0.7
0.50

Source: Own preparation based on (Barczak, Wiśniewski, 2009).
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When we present the weighted sum of similarity between the two images, for
the case with “weight 1” we would have following formula:
S1 = 0.7×0.15+0.2×0.05+0.1×0.5 = 0.165.
For the second case with “weight 1” we would have following formula:
S2 = 0.1×0.15+0.2×0.05+0.7×0.5 = 0.375.
It is easy noticeable that the obtained similarities (S1 and S2) are the result of
imputed values, which posses an acceptable composition characteristic.
In the process of searching the database, it is necessary to determine the
threshold for decision-making. Based on the threshold only the images fulfilling it
will be returned. If we determine a threshold value of 0.25 then as a result only the
images with the similarity calculated according to S1 will be presented.
As it was aforementioned the purpose of data mining is to discover interesting
patterns in the data. The richness of the multimedia domain implies that many different approaches can be taken into account as well as many different tools and
techniques can be used. The majority of problems deal with summarization, clustering, classification and association discovery.
1. Video summaries provide condensed representations of the content of a video
stream as a combination of images, video segments, graphical representations and
textual descriptors. In fact, it represents a scheme that explores sequential associations from multimedia data for summary creation [Xingquan and Xindong 2003].
Having detected shots of certain video, we first cluster them into visually distinct
groups, and then construct a sequential sequence by integrating the temporal order
and cluster type of each shot. An association scheme is designed to mine sequentially associated clusters from the sequence, and then clusters are selected as summary candidates. Depends on the user specification summary can have different
length.
2. Clustering is a technique which divides a database into different groups. The
goal of clustering is to discover groups that are different from each other, and
whose members are in some way similar to each other. When it comes to multimedia application the clustering techniques can be used for mining representative
objects, actors or scenes in video data and the aim of such classification would be
entry points’ identification (for browsing and retrieval) or use it for aforementioned
video summarization [Quack et al 2006].
3. Classification can be defined as a supervised technique in which individual objects are placed into the groups based on quantitative information on one or more
variables and based on a data set of previously labeled objects. This pattern can be
used both to understand the existing data and to predict how new items will behave. For example, we may want to predict whether customer can be classified as
likely to purchase a product, to predict payment problems or find out a good candidate for credit loan.
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In case of multimedia data and automatic video classification can be useful for
a wide variety of applications, for example, automatic segmentation and content
based retrieval [Girgensohn, Foote 1999]. Applications using automatic classification can support users in browsing and retrieving digitized video. Other applications include identifying close-up video frames before running a computationally
expensive face recognizer [Girgensohn, Foote 1999]. Much of the video indexing
research is approached from the database perspective of being able to efficiently
and accurately retrieve videos that match a user query [Brezeale, Cook 2008]. In
contrast, video classification algorithms place all videos into categories, typically
with a meaningful label associated with each (e.g., ‘sports’, ‘comedy film’,
‘thriller’).
4. Association analysis is a descriptive approach to exploring data that can help
identify relationships among the objects in a database. The two most common approaches are association discovery and sequence discovery. Association discovery
aims to find the rules about items that appear together in an event such as a purchase transaction. The well-known example of association discovery is market
basket analysis. Sequence discovery is quite similar, in that a sequence is an association related over a period of time.
The most association rules applications is focused on the alphanumeric. There
are three measures of the association - support, confidence and interest. The support indicates the relative occurrence of both A and B within the overall data set of
transactions. The confidence is the probability of B given A and is defined as the
ratio of the number of instances satisfying both A and B over the number of instances satisfying A. Finally, the interest measures the interest in the rule.
Relatively little research is focused on mining multimedia data [Mei-Ling et
al. 2001]. In this context, different types of associations are considered such as
association between image content and non image content features. For example, if
the upper part of the image is at least 50% blue, it is likely to represent the sky.
5. FUTURE RESEARCH

The paper is focused on techniques for multimedia mining and presents the
examples of applications.
The amount of multimedia data that is available to user is nowadays so large
that it is infeasible for a human to go through it all to find interesting features. The
methods that are used to narrow a choice, for example, is to look for multimedia or
a video within specific category. Having huge amount of multimedia to categorize,
research is focused on automated classification. That automated methods are important and show the interest of the research is this domain.
The literature presents also the problems we face when dealing with multimedia data mining techniques [Zhang and Zhang, 2009]. In many multimedia data
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mining applications, it is required to make a decision in imprecise and uncertain
circumstances. For instance, searching the image database with a query parameter
“green trees” as a result we would also receive an image of a pond with a few
green bushes nearby [Zhang and Zhang, 2009]. Can we then consider that image to
match the query? Problems like this are very common in decision making using
multimedia data mining techniques. Traditional, hard computing, intelligent systems usually fail to solve such problems. In contrast, soft computing techniques
such as fuzzy logic, evolutionary computation sets up a new research directions to
solve the problem of imprecision and uncertainty that cannot be neglected in decision making process.
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Abstract. The market of Business Intelligence Systems is one of the most
dynamic sections of the software industry. The previous analytical solutions
based on OLAP turn out not to be the only available and quickest ones. The
increasing requirements of customers exact the search for new clues. The aim
of this article is to look through the traditional methods of analyzing and presenting new technology – the analysis existing since 2008 – so called BI inmemory. This technology makes it possible to manage the information in
such a way as it takes place in human brain – “It’s enough to click to get the
answer.”
Keywords. Business Intelligence Systems, analysis, report, decision making.

1. BI - THE MANAGER’S TOOL

IT market offers many systems that become a tool supporting the process of
taking a decision. The people responsible for the functioning of the organization
such as managers face the situation in which they have to take up an important
decision. They try to figure out which solution would be the best for their company. There are many tools which support this process. We can enumerate for example: Support Decision Systems, Executive Support Systems and integrated systems especially ERP etc. Currently, BI systems play a crucial role. At the beginning BI systems were reserved only for supporting the decision in the strategic and
tactical sphere while creating and developing products, managing the finances and
the productivity of the processes. BI applications of new generation aim at making
accessible the information which is crucial while making the decision on the operational level. They are based on the decisional rules and on those which use the
technology of adaptative recognition of patterns. They use neuronal networks with
the mechanisms of learning which carry out the prognostic analysis. It makes it
possible to personalize the operational process used by the organization in the real
time. BI plays also an important role in supporting the employees being in direct
contact with the customers.

2. ANALYTICAL TOOLS

While taking decisions it is important if it is beneficial for the organization
that is why all advantages and disadvantages are taken into consideration. In case
of small amount of data it is recommended to use other tools. Technology development brings new solutions. Report generator is used for making resultant reports
on the basis of analysis and databases. It allows to construct the report in such a
way that makes it possible to receive a certain set of information. One of the most
popular tools used for analyzing and processing the data is a worksheet because of
its flexibility. Nevertheless, it cannot process a vast amount of data and as a result
its usefulness is limited. We can also distinguish ERP and financial accountant
systems. However, the data of these systems are usually detailed and the resultant
data belong to a reporting category. In addition, the aggregated data is expected
while making the decision. What is more, the access to the archival data is not easy
because it is deleted. BI systems seem to be the last and the best of yet. They generate standard reports or calculate the Key Performance Indicators on the basis of
which hypothesis are made and verified through carrying out the detailed sectional
view of data. The analytical tools used in BI are for example data mining and
OLAP (On-line Analytical Processing) [1].
3. BI IN-MEMORY

Traditional BI system consists of such elements like database, query and reporting systems, OLAP cubes and data-mining [2, 7]. The database is characterized
as the central repository of all crucial data gathered by the systems of the organization. The query and reporting systems are used in order to get the answers. Data
mining is a process of developing and analyzing the vast amount of data in such a
way that makes it possible to discover meaningful patterns or rules used for the
classification, prognostication and discovering associative rules, grouping on the
basis of similarities etc. On-line Analytical Processing is a software technology
which makes the information constructed from raw data accessible. The process of
creating OLAP cubes is one of the most labor-intensive design stage. It is connected with foreseeing all possible questions which may be asked in the future and
it is not an easy task. Nevertheless, for many years it has been perceived as the only
right method. It was changed at the end of 2007 when “in-memory” technology
started to develop. BI systems were modified. “In-memory” technology enables to
load and process the basic sets of data in the operational memory which contributes
to the quicker use of analyses. There is no need to build the relational databases
and relating on the labor-intensive OLAP cubes. The new technology does not
restrict the number of dimensions that are analyzed. As a result, the process of implementation is shorter – it lasts only few weeks, and the expenses are proportion89

ally lower as well as the requirements connected with the equipment. It is profitable for small and medium enterprises which could not afford so far to implement
expensive applications and the proper equipment. Another quality is the ability to
integrate the new technology with external systems such as ERP and CRM which
have dominated the market. The leader among BI generation tools is Qlik View
application.
3.1. QlikView

Two years ago QlikTech firm generated an innovative tool on the market. It
brings profits for the company and is appreciated by those occupied with analyzing
the data. Because of its elasticity the product can be used in any organization irrespective of its activity. It is convenient for the users so they do not need long and
expensive courses to learn how to use the software they just need one click. The
quick access to OLAP cubes is not based on creating OLAP cubes but on loading
the data to the operational memory. The use of the operational memory for analyzing and creating reports influences BI architecture. It reduces the need of building
the relational databases and using OLAP cubes. There are no limitations for the
number of dimensions being analyzed at the same time. The process of implementing such type of tool lasts only few weeks and the expenses connected with it are
proportionally lower than in case of traditional BI systems. Comparing with other
analytical tools such as MS Excel, Ms Access or BI based on OLAP, the Qlik View
application presents the analyzed data in easier and quicker way. Fig.1 shows an
average income in “Australia” section or any other sections. Qlik View makes it
possible to impose some criteria on the data by using a mouse, to resume the previous data, or to add the additional criteria on the existing data (Fig.2).

Figure 1. The analysis of data connected with the calculations of an average gross income
in “Australia” section in Qlik View application. Source: Done myself
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Figure 2. An average gross income in all sections and departments for the chosen employees marked by the program in green. Source: done myself.

Among many other software based on the new technology there are for example such applications as KickIt&QlikIt, The Qlik View cycling App, Circle of Blue
produced by Qlik Tech.
KickIT&QlikIt
KickIT&QlikIt application constitutes an example of mobility of BI inmemory and the possibility of operating on the vast amount of data. This application provides answers for the questions connected with football and allows to make
comparison by clicking with the mouse. Fans have an unlimited access to the statistics concerning the World Cup. This application, available on-line in www browser
or with the help of any other mobile device, helps football fans to go through more
than 80 years of World Cup history in order to analyze historic data, get to know
interesting facts and to monitor World Cup2010 taking place in RPA, where the
data was analyzed every hour from June 11th to July 11th (Fig.3 and Fig.4). The
application is available in 18 languages.
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Figure 3. The home page of KickIt&QlikIt application.

Figure 4. The presentation of qualifying matches after coming out of a group through
the quarter-finals, semifinals and cup-finals.
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a)

b)

Figure 5. The data windows summarizing World Cup 2010.
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Fig. 5a) presents the summary of World Cup 2010 in polish language and shows
the list of 10 top goal scorers, reserve players who scored goals during the World
Cup, the youngest and the oldest goal scorers, penalty kicks overview etc. Fig.5b)
presents funny statistics on the basis of data from 2002. We can find out how many
yellow and red cards were there according to the position of a football player:
goalkeeper, defender, midfielder, goals scored with different parts of the body:
head, body, left or right foot or even the comparison of goals scored with head,
with the height of the players.

Figure 6. The number of yellow cards for certain national teams on World Cup 2010.

The Qlik View Cycling App
The Qlik View Cycling App allows cycling fans to look through unique facts
and vast amount of data from Tour de France races. It is possible to analyze the
data by many dimensions such as Year, Country, Rider, Team, Yerseys etc. The
Qlik View Cycling App gives the users an insight into the fascinating facts and
figures about cycling.
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Figure 7. The competitors of world-wild cycling according to the goals scored in general,
age or discipline classification.

Figure 8. The rating of cyclist from Great Britain according to the age,
points and disciplines.
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GlobalWaterViews
Water issues are perceived as one of the most serious environmental problems
even greater than climate change, resource depletion or air pollution. The research
done in Canada, China, India, Mexico, Russia, the UK and the USA showed that
people consider the access to clean water as one of the most important factor contributing to human well-being. The results were presented on August 18, 2009 at
World Water Week in Stockholm. Education is said to be essential for people to
understand the importance of being environmentally friendly.

Figure 9. Global Water Views presents how to analyze our world clean water crisis.
4. CONCLUSION

The traditional BI systems have integrated analytical backgrounds which
contain advanced tools used for visualization and graphic presentation of data.
They provide the users' independence by the use of reports defined previously and
the possibility of making analyses on demand. They provide access to the information required in the overviews, whereas the advantages of BI in-memory are as
following:
-accessibility of data, analyses,
-easy to use,
-powerful,
-flexible,
-scalable.
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In BI in-memory systems the process of taking business decisions is based on the
current and reliable information. The access to the stored information is immediate
and it is presented in a clear form of analyses and reports. As a result the organization of data in enterprise is improved. What is more, the protection and control of
the access to the strategic resources of the enterprise is provided. It contributes to
the identification of the lack of data and the lack of management’s information.
The new technology makes it possible to react quickly to the various analytical
needs of consumers.
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Abstract. Every day in the world people collect huge quantity of data. Only
small pieces of data can be used for IT systems to generate valuable
information. Bayesian Networks are the tool, to acquisition and manipulate
only that kind of data, which can be valuable for business processes.
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1. ADMISSION

The continuous development of information systems has a major impact on
growth is generated, stored and processed data[1]. A large volume of stored
resources, often the order of thousands or even millions of records affected by the
difficulty of extracting information from these data useful for the user. In recent
years, there were systematically new solutions designed to meet the demand for
efficient, above all, effective methods and tools for obtaining information hidden in
databases and data warehouses. All these tools provide data-mining method.
Data mining is the process of discovering significant relationships,
correlations, patterns and trends by sifting through large amounts of data stored in
repositories, using pattern recognition techniques and statistical techniques and
mathematical [1].
2. ANALYTICAL DATA MINING METHODS

Data processing is aimed at discovering knowledge that significantly
improves the quality of decisions based on data collected. There are many models
of knowledge corresponding to a different type of pattern found in the data. Each
such model has its own measure of the statistical evaluation and also has
specialized methods for visualization and data aggregation[2]. The most popular
models of knowledge are:
 Association Rules
 Discrimination and characteristic rules

 Bayesian Classifiers
 Decision Trees
 Patterns of sequence
Data mining techniques in accordance with the two existing classifications,
can be divided into two groups[3]. The first classification divides the mining
techniques on:
 Predictive techniques, which based on patterns discovered in large volumes
of data are made to anticipate the characteristics, values and behavior of
objects;
 Descriptive techniques allow you to automatically formulate
generalizations about what data to capture the general characteristics of the
objects described;
In the second division of the classification of data mining techniques take into
account the nature of source data:
 Supervised learning techniques that use data sets, where each object is
labeled by assigning it to one of the predefined classes. The learning
process includes the construction of knowledge model capable of
distinguishing objects belonging to different classes. So important is the
quality of the training set, the completeness and correctness of labeling.
The most common supervised learning techniques are: classification
techniques (decision trees, neural networks), and regression techniques;
 Unsupervised learning techniques are used, they are not known to label
objects. Then the model of knowledge is formulated in line with the
observed maximum data. Examples of unsupervised learning techniques
are the techniques of cluster analysis, self-organizing maps and algorithms
to maximize the expected value.
Data mining is one of several steps in the process of knowledge discovery in
databases[3]. One of the most important elements is the selection of appropriate
mining techniques and the appropriate algorithm. Among the popular and most
widely used data mining techniques are:
 Association rules, which represent a subset of elements in the presence of a
large collection of collections (One of the applications is to analyze the
shopping cart, where the test collection is a set of transactions made by
customers and found subsets correspond to products whose sales are tied
together)[2];
 Patterns of sequence - they build on the model of association rules with
item sequence of events. Represents elementary events occurring
subsequences in a sequence database;
 Classification - The classification is based on the construction of a model
that assigns a new object into one of the classes in a predefined set of
classes. This assignment is based on experience acquired by the model in
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the learning phase of the training set[4]. Most popular algorithms are:
Bayesian classification, decision trees, neural networks, Bayesian
networks;
 Regression - a technique similar to the classification of the fact that the
classification task is to predict discrete attribute values, while regression
attempts to predict the unknown value of the numeric attribute on the basis
of experience gained from the training set (applied to the analysis of
financial data and logistic systems);
 Cluster analysis - is a shared set of objects into partitions so as to maximize
the similarity between objects in the same partition, and to minimize the
similarity between objects in different partitions with a predetermined
measure of similarity between objects. The most popular algorithms:
Kohonen self-organizing maps, k-means algorithm, k-medoids, CURE,
PAM, CLARA, CLARANS, Chameleon;
2.1. Data Classification

In conducting the process of data classification can use one of several popular
classification algorithms. Regardless of the choice of algorithm is necesary to
prepare a set of training data (used in the learning process with supervision). As a
result, make appropriate calculations created a model that based on the value of the
input feature set allows you to specify the expected value of an attribute.
The recommended and most popular method of supervised learning is
discussed classification. Many data mining systems based on one of the four
classification algorithms[5]:
 naive Bayes
 adaptive Bayesian network
 algorithm for induction of decision trees
 SVM algorithm
For purposes of this article will discuss a naive Bayesian classifier, as one of
the basic algorithms for data classification.
2.2. Naive Bayes

Naive Bayes is a simple yet effective classifier based on Bayes theorem[6],
which specifies the conditional probability of hypothesis hi when observing the
data D as
P(hi|D) = P(D|hi)*P(hi)/P(D)
(1)
Assuming that hi represents the assignment of the i-th class, then the
probability assigned to D facility and obtain the class-based posterior probability
P(D|hi) [7], representing the probability of D possess certain characteristics,
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assuming that D is the i-th class. This probability is determined on the basis of the
data contained in the collection of training sets the analysis of features of the
objects really belong to the i-th class. An additional simplification is the
assumption of conditional independence of attributes in the class defining the
independent distribution of values of each attribute from other attributes. In
practical solutions often leads to violations of this assumption. But as it turns out,
has no significant negative impact on the quality and accuracy of classification.
The main advantage of the naive Bayesian classifier is the simplicity and
speed of naive design [8]. Despite the very simplified assumptions often works
much better in many real-world situations than expected. Like all probabilistic
classifiers, using the MAP 1 decision rule, the classification is valid as long as long
as the correct class is more likely than other. Therefore, the classifier is strong
enough to overcome major shortcomings of naive probabilistic model [9].
3. AN EXAMPLE OF A NAIVE BAYESIAN CLASSIFIER

For example, the classification problem will be discussed in the e-mail in
terms of content broken down into expected and spam mail.
It must be assumed that the documents belong to a certain number of classes
of documents that can be modeled as sets of words. The probability that the i-th
word in the document occurs in a document of class C, written as
(2)
Suppose that the probability of a word in a document is independent of the
length of the document, or that all documents have the same length. Then the
probability of a document D of class C we defined as
(3)
To determine the probability of a document D belong to class C, we use the
following definitions:
(4)
and
(5)
1

MAP - Rule of maximum a'posteriori probability.
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(6)
Suppose that S is a class spam and ¬S denotes the class of non-spam, which
can be written as
(7)
and
(8)
Using Bayes' theorem, these definitions can be written as
(9)
and
(10)
If the formula (9) denotes a counter, a formula (10) as the denominator in the
equation we get
(11)
In carrying out the transformation we obtain
(12)
thus the probability of p(S|D) / p(¬S|D) can be expressed as the ratio of
probabilities. The probability p(S|D) we can define as the logarithm of the ratio
p(S|D) and p(¬S|D) (log (p(S|D) / p(¬S|D).
Using the property that p(S|D) + p(¬S|D) = 1 we obtain
(13)
This formula (13) allows for the characterization of a document to one of two
classes. The document is spam if
(14)
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4. SUMMARY

Acquisition of analytical data from large volumes of data is a vital element in
the process of knowledge discovery. Therefore extremely important to develop
tools based on proven algorithms that enable efficient and effective acquisition of
the most accurate data. Bayesian networks and other solutions based on Bayesian
theorem are an integral part of most data mining systems such as Oracle Data
Mining. Given the continuous growth of data, effective data mining process in
order to gain knowledge, will remain an area enriched with even more accurate
data mining tools.
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Abstract. The paper presents an approach to designing an intelligent system
to be used in diabetes diagnostics as well as to creating a problem knowledge
base for the system. The work also gives a description of constructing a decision tree for diabetes diagnostics and shows how to use it as a basis for generating knowledge base rules. Finally, the article also outlines how an intelligent diagnostic system works.
Keywords. Neural networks, artificial intelligence, expert systems, hybrid
systems, decision tree diabetes diagnostics.

1. INTRODUCTION

Diabetes is nowadays considered to be the one of the greatest health hazards
of the XXI century. The number of diabetics patients has been increasing to reach 2
million in Poland and more than 200000 million worldwide. Diabetes has become a
social disease, associated with the progress of civilization, that has been afflicting
more and more people. It needs intensive monitoring and medical care. On account
of this, scientific research to find new approaches and tools in order to support
diabetes diagnostics and treatment is socially important and timely. Presently, such
research is being conducted at numerous scientific research centres all over the
world.
In recent years, teleinformation systems and Internet portals have been developed to both improve diabetes diagnostics and educate diabetics. A special telemedical programme has been created in EU (Telematic Management of InsulinDependent Diabetes Mellitus; T- IDDM) for patients with type 1 diabetes. There is,
however, a shortage of advanced solutions and computer systems grounded on a
knowledge base which support and facilitate medical diagnostics.
The purpose of the relevant research is to develop methods of designing and
creating intelligent diagnostic systems founded on a knowledge base. The research
also aims at implementing state-of-the-art methods and artificial intelligence tools

to model and analyse knowledge acquired from various sources. The modelling of
knowledge and processes will copy the human way of reasoning.
The basic task of the research is the development of a knowledge base as the
foundation of an intelligent diagnostics supporting system which can be used in a
dispersed medium, in teleinformation systems supporting the monitoring and
treatment of people who have diabetes.
The paper presents an approach to the designing of an intelligent diabetes diagnostics system as well as to the creation of a problem knowledge base for the
system. The work describes the construction of the decision tree for diabetes diagnostics and explains how to use it to generate knowledge base rules.
In recent years artificial intelligence tools (such as neural networks, genetic
algorithms, vague logic and others) have been very popular and found their application in solving newer, more complicated problems including diagnosing and
recognizing diseases. Artificial intelligence tools are the components of the expert
systems that are being built to effectively support diagnostics. Many of them have
already been developed and applied, among other things, to diagnose neoplastic
diseases, heart and cerebrovascular diseases and many others.
The article is an introduction to developing an intelligent diagnostic system
whose task is to initially find out whether the patient has diabetes and then to decide whether the illness is of type 1 or type 2. The paper also presents a decision
tree which will help to tentatively determine whether a patient with clinical symptoms suggesting diabetes really has the disease or if it is only a group of symptoms
indicative of his, e.g. sugar intolerance. In order to decide on the right line of further analysis we have to prepare, in the first instance, a set of data. The system is
very helpful in diagnosing and can make a diabetologist’s work much easier [7].
2. BASIC PRINCIPLES OF AN INTELLIGENT DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM
DESIGNING
2.1. An intelligent system supporting diabetes diagnostics

The proposed system of diabetes diagnostics should be a computer system of
open architecture and molecular structure which will enable the application of a
few methods of knowledge representation and integration of different knowledge
processing schemes during the process of inference.
Intelligent diagnostic systems should integrate chosen contemporary methods
and techniques of knowledge and process modelling, namely: artificial neuron
networks - the most fascinating tool of artificial intelligence that can model complex functions and imitate (to some extent) the activities of human mind, namely
the ability to learn, vague logic-technologies and methods of natural language formalisation, linguistic and qualitative knowledge processing and vague inference,
genetic algorithms and methods of evolutionary modelling - algorithms that can
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learn, based on the theoretical achievements of the theory of evolution and enriching the two aforesaid artificial intelligence techniques (as optimization algorithms
they can be applied to teach neuron networks and neuron vague systems and/or to
optimize the structure of networks and systems) [10].
The combination of these tools with a traditional skeleton expert system
where knowledge is symbolically represented will allow for the creation of comprehensive programme tools. They will be used to solve complex problems and
tasks necessitating the processing of incomplete, fragmentary, vague or contradictory knowledge as well as in all the situations where the knowledge is difficult to
formalize.
An expert system is assumed to be a computer system which, as its name indicates, performs its tasks as efficiently as an expert in a particular branch of
knowledge or science. The programme, using a given knowledge base as well as a
rule base and facts, draws conclusions and makes decisions, just like a human being. Creating a system founded on a knowledge base means acquiring the knowledge of an expert who often finds the solution making use of relevant information
and experience. The expert system that applies the written expert knowledge of a
particular field can use it many times in an economical and effective way without
the expert’s presence. This enables the expert to avoid analogous reports and take
up more creative tasks. Thus, a particular asset of such systems is the possibility of
solving given tasks without the expert’s participation, and also the possibility of
aggregating knowledge within one system of a numerous expert team [1].
Any expert system should contain a few fundamental components: knowledge
base, data base, interference procedures - inferring engine, explanation procedures
- explain interference strategy, procedures of dialogue control- input/output procedures enable the user to formulate tasks and the programme to transmit the solution, procedures that make it possible to enlarge and modify knowledge - its acquisition [2].
Hybrid intelligent systems are a relatively new category of systems based on
artificial intelligence. They consist in the combination of the best features of such
tools of artificial intelligence as: expert systems, learning systems, neural networks
and genetic algorithms. Owing to this, the hybrid system is able to handle more
difficult problems which a single system, which is a part of the hybrid system,
could not cope with.
2.2. Structure of the expert hybrid system under construction

A hybrid system is a combination of an expert system with neural networks.
This way, symbolic processing, characteristic of traditional expert systems is complementary in relation to dispersed, parallel processing typical of neural networks.
In the simplest case, both ways of processing may occur independently. It is assumed that there should be a kind of superior medium. It distributes tasks between
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particular systems. Depending on the sort of problem the tasks are allotted to the
system which guarantees the best solution. The functioning of this solution can be
described briefly as follows. An expert system operates the interface, processes the
data that have been entered into appropriate coefficients and searches the data base.
It is accepted that in this field there are no clear and explicit rules; that is why an
artificial neural network is the appropriate tool for processing this kind of vague
knowledge. An expert system forms a file containing the calculated business coefficients as the input data for the neural network. After the calculation has been
carried out by the neural network, the results obtained at its output are passed back
to the expert system to be interpreted. In the end, the final results can be read in the
displayed window [3].
The components of an expert system are:
- skeleton of the system consisting of:
- user interface - which enables asking questions, giving the system information and taking answers and explanations from the system,
- knowledge base editor- which allows for the modification of the data contained in the system enabling its growth,
- inference mechanism - which is the main component of an expert system. It
performs the whole reasoning process while solving the problem put by the
user,
- explaining mechanism - one of the components of the system-user interface
which enables the user to learn why the system gave him just this answer of
all answers or why just this question was asked.
- knowledge base - this is the declarative form of the expert knowledge of a
particular field written by means of a chosen way of knowledge representation, most often rules or frames.
- variable data base – which is a working memory storing same facts entered
during the dialogue with the user. The base enables the reconstruction of the
way of inference conducted by the system and then presenting it to the user
by the explaining mechanism.
The acquisition of knowledge from experts is usually the responsibility of
knowledge engineers. This is usually a long and tiring process since expert knowledge is of intuitive - practical nature, often difficult to verbalize [4].
In the case when various methods can be used for solving the same problem,
same features of one of them can be decisive (e.g. it may be the ability of the expert systems to explain and codify knowledge).
The building process of a hybrid system, which is the effect of the neural network and expert system integration, in the PC- Shell system consists of the following stages (the sequence of points 1 and 2 is arbitrary).
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- Generating neural applications (SN1, … , SNm), for selected subproblems by
means of the Neuronix system.
- Elaborating knowledge bases (as knowledge sources) SE1, … ,Sen.
- Integration of the knowledge sources elaborated at the previous stages at the
level of the knowledge presentation language of the PC- Shell system.
From the point of view of practical realization, the role of the Neuronix system boils down to teaching the network and generating the definition of the neural
application as a defining file (files with npr extension) and a file containing weighing kit (files with weight extension) [8].

Figure1. Structure of hybrid application (SE+SN) in the PC- Shell system.
Own preparation.

3. DECISION TREE AS A MODEL OF DIABETES CLASSIFICATION
3.1. Decision tree structure

The decision tree is a flow diagram of a tree- like structure where each top
means attribute testing, each edge stands for test exit (value or attribute value set),
and each leaf represents a class.
To classify an unknown object the values of its attributes are tested following
the information comprised in the decision tree. During the testing process, the path
in the tree from the root to one of the leaves is covered - in this way the class the
object is going to be classified into will be defined.
Decision trees can easily be transformed into classification rules. The object
to be classified is the set of objects, S, which are described by (m + 1) − the dimensional vector of characteristics (x1, x2, … xm, y).
Variable y is the explained variable - i.e. singled out, because of which the
classification is performed. What is more, variable y, depending on the problem
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being solved, can be a quality variable - (linguistic, nominal or order variable) or
continuous and binary variable [7].
The result of the classification in the decision tree induction method is the decision tree.
The main problem to face while building a decision tree is the defining of the
criterion enabling the choice of the attribute applied in the development of the tree.
In order to choose such an attribute it is necessary to calculate the entropy (entropy
is the information contained in the teaching example set). Entropies are calculated
following the formula:
E

I ( E ) = −∑
i =1

where:

E
|Ei|
|E|

Ei
E

• log 2 (

Ei
E

)

(1)

– set of teaching examples,
– number of examples which describe i-th object,
– number of examples in the teaching set.

In order to choose the attribute that will be ascribed to the generated node of the
decision tree, the criterion of the maximum relative information increase is applied;
the increase is caused by the use of a particular attribute (the attribute for which the
criterion function value is the highest is applied as the successive attribute):

ΔI ( E , a) = I ( E ) − I ( E , a)

(2)

3.2. Diabetes diagnostics

To start a diagnosis it is necessary to gather the proper number of data. The
source of the data can be: the patient himself, his record, a primary doctor, a specialist, a biochemical lab and specialist tests. The system gathers data by means of
a number of tests: subjective, objective tests, laboratory tests and extra tests.
- subjective tests- general interview: the system takes such data as: name, surname, age, occupation, place of work, living conditions (diet, smoking addiction, nicotine addiction, alcohol), general health condition, eating habits, nutritional status (obesity, emaciation), history of body mass changes, family
interview (did the family members suffer/suffered from similar diseases), the
beginning of the disease (how many years ago), course of the disease so far,
other organ and system complaints, past diseases and operations, present or
previous infections, diabetes education, course of treatment (in the case of
previously treated diabetes patients) medication applied,
- objective tests: height and body mass measurement (BMI), calculating the
due body mass and comparing it with the real mass, personal development
phase evaluation (sexual-bodily phase, old age phase), arterial pressure
evaluation in the lying and standing position (with the measurement of the
orthostatic reaction), ophthalmoscopic tests of fondues (at pupillary dilation),
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thyroid test, heart test, taking pulse and testing all the peripheral arteries accessible when fingering and ausculating, feet test, neurological test, teeth and
gums test, skin and mucosa tests,
- laboratory tests: glycaemia test on an empty stomach and daily glycaemia
profile, notation of glycated haemoglobin and fructosamine, notation of the
lipid profile on an empty stomach: total cholesterol and cholesterol in lipoproteins of high density (HDL- high density lipoproteins), cholesterol in
lipoproteins of low density (LDL- low density lipoproteins) and triglicerydes,
urine test (apart from glucosuria) to check ketone bodies and protein presence, (macro- and micro- albuminuria) and microscope test of the sediment,
bacteriological test (urine cultures and possibly antibiogram), euthyroidism
test and morphological status of the thyroid (concentration evaluation of T3,
T4 and TSH, scintigraphy of the thyroid), peripheral arteries tests (potency
and the rush of blood), electrocardiogram, echocardiography, ergometer test,
neurological tests, especially the electromyography test, ophthalmic review
(general test of the organ of sight),
- Additional tests: fundus test [5].
The diagnosis of diabetes is based, most of all, on checking the glucose level.
However, many other symptoms that may suggest diabetes are also considered.
They include: increased thirst (polidypsia), polyuria, loss of body mass, urinating during the night, increased appetite, general fatigue, dermatomycosis and
mucous membrane mycosis, skin infections (mycosis, furuncles) feeling of dryness
in the mouth cavity, pruritus of the vulva, cramps, vision disorders. [6]
Biochemical criteria:
hyperglycaemia (glucose concentration of above 126mg/dl in venous blood found
at least twice), casual blood glucose level in the serum (at any time of the day) of
above 200mg/dl, blood glucose level of above 200mg/dl, two hours after a 75g
glucose oral load (oral glucose tolerance test OGTT), glucosuria [9].
3.3. Principles of constructing a detailed decision tree for diabetes
diagnostics

There is a set of three objects:
- diabetes (object E₁),
- impaired glucose tolerance (object E₂),
- lack of the disease (object E₃).
The characteristic features of the objects are: occurrence of diabetes in the
family: (yes, no), thirst: (great, normal), urination: (frequent, normal), body mass:
(obesity, normal), appetite: (great, normal), fatigue: (great, little), age: (over 45,
under 45), hypertension: (yes, no), cholesterol level: (high, normal), triglyceride
level: (high, normal), cardiovascular diseases: (yes, no), physical exercise: (little, a
lot), dermatomycosis: (yes, no), skin infections: (often, rarely), xerostomia: (yes,
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no), cramps: (yes, no), vision disorders, glucose level: (above 126 mg/dl, below
126 mg/dl), occasional glucose content in the serum: (above 200 mg/dl, below
200mg/dl), glucose tolerance test: (above 200mg/dl, below 200mg/dl), glucosuria:
(yes, no).
Figure 2 shows a decision tree representing the algorithm of type 2 diabetes
diagnosis (the most common), considering the factors increasing diabetes hazard.

Figure 2. Diagnostic scheme of diabetes with regard to factors increasing diabetes risk.
Own preparation.

Due to a multitude of symptoms that might suggest diabetes two groups of patients were selected
- patients without clinical symptoms, but with more diabetes predisposition,
- patients with clinical symptoms suggesting diabetes.
The beginning of the tree consists of the alternatively presented syndromes of
the patient’s condition. The next component is the examination (diagnostic activity) for which the scheme predicts three possible results: the first suggest completing the procedure, the second – another examination, the third points to the specific
condition of the patient (diagnosis). Two results are anticipated for the next examination. One of them- like the result of the first examination - suggests diagnosis,
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the other, however, insists on another examination whose possible results (given
separately) somehow enhance the previously suggested diagnoses. The principle of
the practical interpretation of the scheme is like that in the previous case: finding
such and such initial state necessitates conducting such and such examinations
whose nature and sequence depend on the results obtained and which finally lead
to such and such diagnosis. [10]
Inference rules can be formulated based on the generated decision tree.
If (the patient’s state without symptoms and more predisposed to diabetes =
random glycaemia measurement <100mg/dl), then the probability of diabetes low.
If (the patient’s condition without clinical symptoms and more predisposed to
diabetes = random glycaemia measurement>100mg/dl but ≤199mg/dl) and (glycaemia fasting state measurement=<110mg/dl), then the probability of diabetes
low.
If (the patient’s condition without clinical symptoms, and more predisposed to
diabetes= random glycaemia measurement from 100mg/dl to 199mg/dl) and (glycaemia fasting state measurement=≥110 but <126mg/dl and (oral glucose tolerance
test=<140mg/dl), then abnormal fasting state glycaemia.
If (the patient’s condition without clinical symptoms, and more predisposed to
diabetes= random glycaemia measurement from 100mg/dl to 199mg/dl) and (fasting state glycaemia=≥110 but <126mg/dl) and (oral glucose tolerance
test=<200mg/dl), then impaired glucose tolerance.
If (the patient’s condition without clinical symptoms, and more predisposed to
diabetes= random glycaemia measurement from 100mg/dl to 199mg/dl) and (fasting state glycaemia= ≥110 but<126mg/dl) and (oral glucose tolerance
test=≥200mg/dl), then diabetes.
The other rules are formulated in the same way.
4. CONCLUSION

The hybrid system I made is to function as a medical expert diagnosing diabetes. It is supposed to replace, in a sense, the doctor in the first phase of the illness
diagnostics (it allows for an interview and a detailed blood test).
The knowledge base created so far was confined to the determination of three
object groups.
After getting the information about the patient, symptoms and the disease, and after completing the basic medical examinations, the moment is reached
when our expert system, based on the above information, draws the relevant conclusions. Diagnosing involves moving in the decision tree. As aforesaid, the system
discussed recognizes three classes of the disease: type 1 diabetes, type 2 diabetes
and diabetes mellitus in pregnancy. Secondary diabetes is very difficult to recog-
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nize and of great diversity. It takes a separate interpretation and analysis. For that
reason it was ignored in initial tests.
The scheme of the diagnosis is quite simple and in a way obvious. The final
result may be a statement that the patient suffers from a particular kind of diabetes
and the recommended remedy is simply an appropriate diet together with pharmacological treatment.
It is this way that we reach the stage of diagnosis. If we analysed in detail one
of the possible ways, we would observe that its particular stages do not differ from
the proceedings adopted by the doctor. Our expert system is to come to the right
conclusion behaving like an expert in a given field, that is, a doctor.
The next stage is the classification of the symptoms and the division into two
types of diabetes (objects type 1 and 2), considering differential diagnostics. Training files containing verified patient data will be prepared by an expert.
Further analysis can be carried on in different ways, which will be decided after the data set is ready.
It is very important that there should be a close cooperation between the system engineer and the experts in the field in question when constructing the appropriate expert system. Nothing can replace the doctor’s knowledge and his longstanding experience.
The system of diabetes diagnostics based on artificial intelligence that we
constructed would be the first system of that kind made in Poland.
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Abstract. The paper presents the results of research related to the identification of state budget carried out using the MATLAB and Neural Network
Toolbox environment. Appropriate quarterly data for the period of 1998-2008
were collected, and the architecture of the artificial neural network as well as
the training file were created. The neural network was trained and tested in
the Neural Network Toolbox environment. Then, the changes in the model's
parameters (the values of weights matrices) were examined in the rolling
one-period system for 18 periods. The neural model of the system of the state
budget that was obtained may be further used for doing simulation-based research and drawing up state budget (computer-assisted state budget).
Keywords. Identification, state budget, artificial neural networks, MATLAB, Neural Network Toolbox.

1. INTRODUCTION

Until now, no model of state budget has been designed for the purpose of
simulation-based research that must be conducted in order to be able to draw up a
computer-assisted state budget prior to issuing the budget statement. Undoubtedly,
it is a very difficult task that requires knowledge both in the field of public finances
and macroeconomics as well as the ability to conduct computer-assisted identification, design and simulation.
On the one hand, there is demand for such models articulated by the administration of public finances, and, on the other hand, there are methods and tools
allowing to conduct identification in order to obtain appropriate model of the state
budget system. They include artificial intelligence methods comprising e.g. artificial neural networks. There are two approaches to neural networks. The first one is
based on the design of mathematical-logical models, analysis of problems and implementation of the problems in the form of computer programs supposed to carry
out certain functions, considered to be the elements of artificial intelligence. The

other approach is a symbolic one. It attempts at creating "self-learning" structures
and programs, drawing up learning procedures and solving the tasks assigned to
them [16-20].
The second group includes artificial neural networks that have become popular due to such characteristics as: the ability to learn and generalize knowledge,
adaptability and resistance to errors. Efficiency of the work of the neural network
depends on its architecture, the selected learning rule, testing method and use of the
network in the simulation of state budget.
2. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS

Artificial neural networks are becoming more widely used not only in technical and economic sciences, but in the administrative ones as well. Successful applications are awaited by state administration officials taking part in drawing up state
budget. At present, literature on neural networks use in economy and administration is abundant [12,16-19]. Moreover, a lot of good tools supporting artificial neural networks design in the economic and administrative practice have been developed including MATLAB and Simulink environment with numerous toolboxes
such as Neural Network Toolbox [3,4,12,19], allowing computer-assisted design.
However, among books presenting successful applications as regards the use
of neural networks in economics, it is worth listing a paper by P. Lula "Jednokierunkowe sieci neuronowe w modelowaniu zjawisk ekonomicznych" (Eng.
"Unidirectional neural networks in modelling economic phenomena") [15], which
presents i.a. the potential of applications of neural networks in economic and social
problems.
It is also worth mentioning that Professor M. Kłopotek with the team of scientists are doing research on the use and development of artificial neural networks at
the University of Podlasie, Department of Artificial Intelligence. The results of the
research are published in conference materials of International Scientific Conferences „Artificial Intelligence”, „Intelligent Information System’ and in the following journals: „Studia Informaticae. Systemy i Technologie Informacyjne”, Polish
Journal of Artificial Intelligence Analysis”, etc.
3. STATE BUDGET AS A RESEARCH EXPERIMENT

The act on public finances of 30 June, 2005 defines the state budget as an annual plan of receipts and expenditure as well as income and spendings of state governing bodies, bodies established for control and protection of law, government
administration, as well as courts and tribunals [7], which is drawn up for the period
of one calendar year and then approved in the form of the budget act by the Parliament on the motion of the Council of Ministers. State budget is a financial plan of a
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state reflected in the financial dimension - in money. Therefore, an important task
while drawing-up a budget is to define sources of income, as well as the structure
and the amount of predicted expenditure. The legislator lists main sources of income as well as directions of expenditure. Receipts include: taxes and charges,
duties, receipts from state enterprises' incomes, receipts from the income of the
National Bank of Poland, dividends, and many other public receipts [2,16-17], and
expenditure of the state budget includes, in particular, expenditure for tasks and
projects realized by state governing bodies, subventions, subsidies for the local
government, public debt service, realization of Common Agricultural Policy, or
means paid to the European Union budget, and they are listed in budget parts, sections and chapters.
Budget rules, based on the Constitution (the fundamental statute) as well as
many other acts such as the budget act, the public finance act, the accounting act,
etc. play a very important role as regards the realization of receipts to the budget as
well as expenditure. They initiated certain demands directed to the legislator, relating to such budgetary issues as drawing-up, execution and control of the budget. In
this way, budget rules, the features of the ideal budget [2,16], were developed including the rule of formal unity (one binding document - the budget act), material
unity (no possibilities to create earmarked funds within the budget) universality
(including all the public receipts and expenditure), annuality (binds for the period
of one year), detail (such level of detail that would allow the legislative body to
shape finances), open nature (everyone has the right to read the budget act), balance (shows how to use the surplus or how to cover the deficit), previousness (the
passed budget should precede the period it relates to).
Therefore, designing artificial neural network, and the research experiment
mainly involved the preparation of appropriate numerical data for the period of
1997-2008, relating to the plan and execution of the state budget. The data were
prepared in the form of input data files (u) and output data (y), dividing yearly data
into quarters, which is especially important as regards receipts to the budget during
its execution [16, 17]. 24 macroeconomic indexes were used as input data (tables 1,
2, 3), and three budget streams: receipts, expenditure, budget deficit were output
data (table 3)1. Taking into account quarterly accuracy in the execution of the state
budget, the file used for the training and testing purpose consists of 48 training
pairs [16, 17].
Input dates:
- u1 - money supply [mln zł],
- u2 - amounts due from households [mln zł],
- u3 - amounts due from companies [mln zł],
1

www.mofnet.gov.pl
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-

u4 - deposits and other financial obligations of households [mln zł],
u5 - deposits and other financial obligations of companies [mln zł],
u6 - total average gross monthly remuneration in the national economy [zł],
u7 - gross official reserves/ official reserve assets [mln USD],
u8 - goods export [mln USD],
u9 - goods import [mln USD],
u10 - balance of foreign trade commodity turnover [mln USD],
u11 - the employed in the national economy in total [in thousands],
u12 - the registered unemployed in total [thousands],
u13 - interest rate of the collateral credit [%],
u14 - percentage of the registered unemployment [w %],
u15 - relation between the domestic demand and the gross product [%],
u16 - prices of goods and consumption services [A],
u17 - total average gross monthly remuneration in the economy [A],
u18 - gross domestic product [A],
u19 - domestic demand [A],
u20 - individual consumption (from personal income) of households [A],
u21 - gross outlay on fixed assets [A],
u22 - retail goods sales in total [A],
u23 - goods export [A],
u24 - goods import [A],
A = corresponding period of the previous year = 10.
Table 1. Input dates (part 1).

Year

Quarter

u1

u2

u3

u4

u5

u6

u7

1997

I

144931.6

25250.1

61651.9

86009.7

21476.1

1008.03

17977.4

II

154747.6

28716.6

64435.2

92749.9

22384.1

1043.24

19687.5

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

2008

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

3096.55

62180.1

IV

666304.6 376002.6 228061.2 332737.2 149447.3

Table 2. Input dates (part 2).
Year Quarter

1997

…

u8

u9

u10

u11

I

6121

9768

-3647

II

12435

20324

-7889

…

…

…

…

….

IV

25751

42307

-16556

…

…

…

…

u12

u13

u14

u15

8859.7 2235.7

25

12.6

101.6 117.2

8907.4 2039.9

25

11.6

103.7 115.1

…

...

…

8920

1826.4

27

10.3

…

…

…

…

…

u16

…

106.3 113.2
…

…
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Table 3. Input dates (part 3)
Year

Quarter

u17

I

102

1997

II

u18

u19

u20

107.1 108.1

107

u21

u22

…

u24

120.1 112.4 109.7 124.7

105.9 107.7 109.2 107.3 120.8 116.9

…

u23

…

…
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124.1

…

…

110

111.1

…

…

…

III

105.1

105

IV

103.2 102.9 103.5 105.3 104.6 104.8 105.3 105.7

104.8 105.1 103.5 108.4

Output dates:
• y1 - total income of the state budget [mln zł],
• y2 - total expenditure of the state budget [mln zł],
• y3 - deficit [mln zł].

4. DESIGNING THE NEURAL MODEL OF THE STATE BUDGET

Workspace provided by MATLAB was used to input numerical data and
make a training and testing file. In this way, input data file (u) with the dimension
24x48 as well as output data file (y) with the dimension 3x48 were obtained.
Table 4. Output dates.
Year Quarter
1997
…
2008

y1

y2

y3

I

23467.3

27409.1

3941.8

II

50605.7

58000.7

7395

…

…

…

…

III

192377.8

196602.4

4224.6

IV

253547.2

277893.5

24346.2

It is convenient to use Neural Network Toolbox to design and train the neural network, as it is compatible with the workspace MATLAB provides. Having imported
input and output data, the structure of the neural network was designed (fig. 1), and
then its architecture was generated (fig. 2). Finally, it was trained, which was preceded by the selection of the appropriate training rule (fig. 3).
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Figure 2. Architecture of the designed neural network, consisting of two layers, as a model
of the state budget system. Source: Prepared by the author on the basis of MATLAB
materials [3, 4, 12, 16, 17-19].

Figure 3. The possibilities as regards design of an artificial neural network.
Source: Prepared on the basis of MATLAB materials [3,4,12,16,17-19].

As a result of training the neural network (fig. 5) a model of state budget system
was obtained in the form of weights matrix (fig. 6):
W1 = [W11, W12 , W13 ]

(1)

where: W11, W12 , W13 − matrices of layer 1, W2 − matrix of layer 2.
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- 0.1387
0.47195
- 0.27564
⎡- 0.21674 0.24851
⎢ 0.57812
0.10099
0.1226
0.40911
0.37421
⎢
⎢ 0.48346 - 0.47667
0.37454 - 0.015534
0.38488
⎢
0.32404
0.52214
⎢ − 0.2693 − 0.067483 0.54712
⎢ 0.35515
0.17272
0.19889 − 0.097933 0.068811
1
W1 = ⎢
0.096563
⎢ 0.38688 0.020709 − 0.28639 0.46079
⎢ 0.10004 − 0.13098 0.15782
− 0.36018
0.50056
⎢
0.48039
0.52537 − 0.51433 0.43765
⎢ 0.46153
⎢ 0.4777
0.35476
− 0.10041 − 0.11962 − 0.053403
⎢
0.62857
0.60058 − 0.081492 − 0.52997
⎣⎢ 0.88514
⎡ − 0.19058
⎢ 0.3338
⎢
⎢− 0.15812
⎢
⎢− 0.15689
⎢ 0.54961
W12 = ⎢
⎢ 0.060477
⎢− 0.10686
⎢
⎢ − 0.12243
⎢ 0.016543
⎢
⎢⎣ 0.28365

0.43487
0.34548
0.38452
− 0.27141
0.20451
0.16045
− 0.38691
− 0.11139
− 0.24191
0.39014

0.49066 − 0.53136 0.016821
0.12348
0.34757
0.29254
0.52502
0.41923
0.041956
− 0.22277
− 0.10045 − 0.40678 − 0.070371 0.38829
− 0.29951
0.41885 − 0.44613 − 0.010341
0.5441
− 0.058191
0.15482
− 0.4317
− 0.50643 − 0.36506 − 0.085108
0.3787
0.45519
− 0.42929 0.35094
− 0.23579
0.40812
0.12315
− 0.42647 0.48645
− 0.44659
0.23483
− 0.40394 0.085137 − 0.076696 0.11221
0.35163
0.004134
0.23702
− 0.18923 0.53488
− 0.35701

− 0.30686

0.096407

− 0.1899

0.20313

− 0.27568

− 0.53908

0.28606

0.052289

0.35087
0.35057

− 0.54869
0.16246

0.44693
0.032797

⎡ 0.98916
⎢ − 0.053443
⎢
⎢ − 0.45205
⎢
⎢ − 0.34242
⎢ 0.39454
W13 = ⎢
⎢ − 0.47306
⎢ 0.37309
⎢
⎢ − 0.50709
⎢ 0.18198
⎢
⎢⎣0.00038051

0.021429

0.06801

0.11757 − 0.47496 0.57491
− 0.43367 0.39854 0.0050134

− 0.38836
0.42833

0.21258
− 0.12971

− 0.4551

0.092816

− 0.26743

⎡ − 0.73791
⎢ − 0.83813
⎢
⎢ − 0.02028
⎢
⎢− 0.073262
⎢ 0.037628
W2 = ⎢
⎢ 0.22087
⎢ − 0.236
⎢
⎢ 0.68572
⎢ − 0.71442
⎢
⎣⎢ 0.31997

0.60553 ⎤
− 0.34418
0.62143
0.46334 ⎥⎥
0.11379
− 0.52849 ⎥
⎥
0.67104
0.094156 ⎥
− 0.38894 − 0.022334 ⎥
⎥,
0.25958
− 0.21018 ⎥
0.70711
− 0.9299 ⎥
⎥
0.59888
0.59581 ⎥
− 0.34506 − 0.3312 ⎥
⎥
0.44503 ⎥⎦
− 0.52666
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0.3615

0.094223 0.15445
− 0.37982 0.020237
0.21603

0.45923

0.52607

− 0.40209 − 0.23447

− 0.41764 0.020427 − 0.47983 − 0.071348 0.094854
0.39497
− 0.51715 − 0.38416 0.0084496 0.47574
− 0.11672

0.1069

0.15415

0.28074

− 0.16786

- 0.047416 ⎤
0.28129 ⎥⎥
0.38645 ⎥
⎥
− 0.1388
0.27874 ⎥
− 0.0024758 − 0.56832 ⎥
⎥
0.19026
0.1707 ⎥
− 0.063077⎥
0.34299
⎥
0.13176
− 0.07473 ⎥
0.080458
− 0.41228 ⎥
⎥
0.56662 ⎦⎥
− 0.31323
- 0.23571
0.52127
0.32832

− 0.12362 ⎤
0.36254 ⎥⎥
0.23552 ⎥
⎥
− 0.87996 ⎥
0.22998
0.22874 ⎥
⎥,
0.43483 ⎥
− 0.07183
0.34494
0.29156 ⎥
⎥
0.27809
0.24706 ⎥
− 0.15068 − 0.42057 ⎥
⎥
− 0.082445 − 0.19819 ⎦⎥
0.018488
0.074592
− 0.34533
0.07832

− 0.42153

− 0.4496 ⎤
− 0.09289 ⎥⎥
− 0.24401 ⎥
⎥
− 0.12446
− 0.2555 ⎥
0.39357
− 0.088712 ⎥
⎥,
− 0.094125 − 0.37191 ⎥
− 0.11266 − 0.0050603⎥
⎥
0.24807 ⎥
− 0.16772
− 0.38728
− 0.27605 ⎥
⎥
0.5133 ⎦⎥
− 0.43191
− 0.073881
− 0.20088

Figure 4. The course of training of the artificial neural network. Source: prepared on the
basis of MATLAB materials [3, 4, 12, 16, 17-19].

Figure 5. The course of training of the artificial neural network. Source: prepared on the
basis of MATLAB materials [3, 4, 12, 16, 17-19].
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Figure 5. Neural model of state budget. u1 –u24 - input variable,
y1 – y3 - output variables, other symbols in the text.
5. STUDZING REGULARITIES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF BUDGET

The study of regularities in the development of the state budget was conducted on the basis of analysis of the changes of the elements of weights matrices
of its neural model. The network was trained for this purpose, using training file
that consisted of 30 training pairs with the step equal one year. Catalogues of 18
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weights with the dimensions W1n- 10x24 W2 = 3x10 [12,16-19] were obtained in
this way. Figures 7-9 present sample courses of changes of matrix W1 weights
changes (synthetic parameters of the model of constructing state budget), and figures 10-11 present graphs showing changes of the matrices W1 and W2 weights in a
three dimensional space.

Figure 7. Course of the values of matrix W1 1 weights in each studied period.
Source: Prepared on the basis of MATLAB materials [3,4,12,16,17-19].

Figure 8. Course of the values of matrix W1 2 weights in each studied period.
Source: Prepared on the basis of MATLAB materials [3,4,16,17,19].

Figure 9. Course of the values of matrix W1 3 weights in each studied period.
Source: Prepared on the basis of MATLAB materials [3,4,12,16,17-19].
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Figure 10. Changes of the matrix W2 weights in a three-dimensional space.
Source: Prepared on the basis of MATLAB materials [3,4,12,16,17-19].

Figure 11. Changes of the matrix W2 weights in a three-dimensional space.
Source: Prepared on the basis of MATLAB materials [3,4,12,16,17-19].

In figure 7 there are presented changes element of row 1 column 1. This weight
solve input u1 with signal of net11 (state of neuron 1 in hidden layer of network).
Therefore it is possible interpretation of this weight as synthetic parameter of
net11/u1(money supply) [1/zl]. And in this same way is possible interpret the element of row 1 column 1 from the matrix W2 as synthetic parameter of output
y1(total income of the state budget)/net11[zl].
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND FINAL REMARKS

The paper presents the results of research concerning the identification of the
system of state budget using artificial neural networks in the MATLAB and Neural
Network Toolbox environment. A neural model of the state budget system was
then used to study regularities in the development of the state budget system on the
basis of data for the period 1998-2008, and 18 models in the form of respective
weights matrices were generated. The changes of the values of elements of the
weights matrices indicate regularities of parametric development and the change in
the number and the structure of weights matrices indicates the regularities of structural development. The obtained model may be further used to do simulation- and
planning-based research, and to draw up a computer-assisted state budget.
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SEMANTIC TECHNIQUES SUPPORTING COTS SELECTION FOR
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
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Abstract. The paper presents the problem of analysis available capabilities
considering the application of semantic techniques for COTS (Commercial –
Off – The – Shelf) components in MIS (Management Information Systems)
domain. Respectively the idea of Semantic Web is presented. In particular,
the important meaning of Semantic Web application in knowledge management is introduced. Next, the ranges of Semantic Web applications for COTS
components in MIS domains is described as well. In addition, the comparative analysis of semantic techniques supporting COTS selection for MIS is
performed. The conclusions finish this paper.
Keywords. COTS software, COTS components, Semantic Web, semantic
techniques, Management Information System.

1. INTRODUCTION

The selection of appropriate software components from any number of available software solutions is one of the most important issues in selection and development of enterprise information system. The analysis of COTS components selection is a significant and complex process. The existence of the huge number of
diffused information is one of the inconveniences relative to the selection process.
There are novel approaches that support COTS components selection based on
Semantic Web. The semantic techniques provide different means of COTS components selection. Many times the availability of information of components functional and non-functional characteristics is the limitation of software components
selection process. Hence the main aim of the application of semantic techniques is
to provide the novel approaches that improve the whole COTS components selection process.
The main aim of this paper is to present selected semantic techniques that enhance the COTS components selection process. Next, the analysis of particular
tools is provided. The general aim of semantic technologies is to provide
a systematic and repeatable approaches that support COTS components process in
MIS domain.

2. AVAILABLE CLASSIFICATION TECHNIQUES OF COTS SOFTWARE
COMPONENTS

Generally COTS products are pre-written by a vendor and they provide
a specific functionality as a part of system. Additionally, COTS products are available for general public or they can be bought (or leased or licensed) [15]. Hence
COTS product cannot be developed by the user. Moreover, COTS products provide
a wide range of functionality that help managing the enterprise in different market
segments. Before adopting a COTS product, an enterprise must learn about it, and
evaluate it, particularly with reference to similar products. The huge number of
solutions and increasing number of new technologies revealed difficulties with the
proper choice from available software components. However the tough problem
considers the systematization process of available COTS software components.
Another relevant issue encompasses the formalize and repeatable process for
COTS selection and evaluation including the individual preferences of decisionmaker.
The proper classification process of COTS software components is one of the
fundamental procedure during the whole classification process [16]. Appropriate
precision of classification structure is one of the crucial key elements that allow to
construction of effective data collection mechanism, researches and searching information about COTS software system. The main aim of proper classification
process is to reduce the probability with selection of inadequate components and to
simplify the comparison procedure of them in components software selection [2].
One of inseparable problems referring to classification process is its representation.
Very often it decides of effectiveness of whole searching components process [2].
Moreover the representation can be defined by some different styles using to describing objects. A precise analysis of a given domain comprises searching process
and information consolidating considering a given application domain [11].
Carney and Long [5] propose COTS classification using two-dimensional
Cartesian space. However Morisio and Torchiano [15] developed the approach
proposed by Carney and Long. Authors suggest the classification schema for
COTS products on base of explicitness of COTS meaning and indication of specification for particular sub-classes referring to a given task. Similar approaches were
developed for ex. by Torchiano [17] and also by Jaccheri and Torchiano [13].
These solutions also point at the important role of proper evaluation of COTS
components (also to reuse). Then, Ackerman [1] suggests the classification schema
for business components. It encompasses the components division on the seven
levels, including: marketing, tasks, technology, quality, intercommunication, perseveration and interface. In opposite to approach proposed by Ackerman [1], Li
[14] bases the classification on the delivered experience. Then, Bianchi [4] indicates the set of parameters that characterize COTS products and were identified
and evaluated using the experience.
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On the other hand Carvallo [6] proposes the characteristics of COTS business
applications for defined market segments using “the characterizing attributes” from
classification schema presented by Torchiano [17] and Jaccheri and Torchiano [13]
to ensure an individualization between different COTS categories and market segments. The newest approach is proposed by Erofeev and Di Giaccomo [9] that
encompasses the reflective approach to COTS taxonomy. Then, Cechich [7] suggests much more precise trends overview of COTS products identification and
provide information selection in proposed approach.
Present approaches proposed by Carney and Long [5], Morisio and Torchiano
[15], Torchiano [17], Jaccheri and Torchiano [13], Ackerman [1], Li [14], Bianchi
[4] and Carvallo [6] were detailed on the Figure 1, including the specified characteristics for each other.

Figure 1. COTS software classification approaches.
Source: Personal elaboration on base of [1, 2, 4, 5, 13, 14, 15, 17].

Among existing methods and techniques for software components classification some of them encompass libraries classification and information science, artificial intelligence and hypertext [10]. Ye and Lo [18] propose a hierarchical model
of available classification techniques that contains these methods (Figure 2). Authors present a hierarchical division of classification techniques. One of presenting
methods for components classification is Semantic Web. The main aim of Semantic Web is to create and popularize standards for describing content in the Internet.
It allows machines and other searching engines (for ex. programs, agents) to transform information relevant to describing meaning. The process of data transferring
should enable the context relationships against each other (also in a proper context).
The next generation of the Internet is based on the Web 3.0 approach. The
main purpose of the Internet is to simplify the access to the global and structuralized knowledge by offering the most preferable information at the moment. The
Web 3.0 (also known as Semantic Web) is based on the same communication protocol as the Internet, but in this case data transmission packages are transferred in a
form which includes semantics connections between them with a proper context.
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In this way, the knowledge that was gained in this process is used to design or
evolve existing ontologies. Thus, the main idea of Semantic Web is to store and
organize information in a wide range of Web resources.

Figure 2. Software classification techniques. Source: Elaboration on base of [2, 18].

In the Semantic Web the user has a possibility to get the answers much more
rapidly. The semantics data are stored in developed and efficient data structures
(repositories). Then it allows to search for more optimized information in subsequent times. In this way the relationships between different data, metadata and
documents consign the answer to a decision-maker considering his query for
searching relevant information.
The conception of the Semantic Web was proposed by Berners’a-Lee [3], and
it is based on intelligent representation of information using metadata model providing by the ontologies. Generally the most important issues of providing data
description based on ontologies is increasing role of Internet development including retrieval and searching for information [8]. In addition, the ontology is also
defined as specification of conceptualization, providing the descriptions of concepts and relations between them [12].
The main aim of application of Semantic Web and semantic technologies is to
provide the approach for COTS software components selection in a formal and
rigorous way. The process of selection COTS software components in Management Information Systems (MIS) domain should provide the systematization of
information in concrete knowledge domain. Additionally it should bring the metadata description of COTS components. Every single enterprise functions in particular conditions what requires the use of well-fitting MIS. Thus both huge number of
systems and incomplete data of software components available on the market impede the identification of the most useful components for a decision-maker. The
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usage of the ontology should help a decision-maker in selection the most preferable
components referring to the enterprise needs. As a result of using the ontology it is
possible to reduce the time and outlays directly connected with building the MIS
by the enterprise.
3. SEMANTIC TECHNIQUES SUPPORTING COTS SELECTION IN MIS DOMAIN

Many COTS components are available on the Web. Traditional search engines (like for ex. Google or Yahoo) are too generic and they could not consider all
specified characteristics of COTS components. Moreover a user or decision-maker
is obliged to browse a long list of documentation and search information about
selected components [2]. Hence the application of automatic or semi-automatic
search engines should help in the whole COTS components selection process as
well. Some tools (ONTOMANAGER, SymOntoX, Hierarchical Agglomerative
Clustering (HAC), PLIB, INSEAS, RASCAL – Users Web Mining, Sema-SC
(Semantic Component Selection), Semantic-Based Technique, NFR and MoreCOTS) that support COTS selection in MIS domain are presented in Table 1 [2,
19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24].Some of presented approaches are based on different techniques including both repository structure and technological layer.
Table 1. Semantic techniques supporting COTS selection process.
Name

Application

Evaluation

ONTOMANAGER

It is composed from three components: Data Integration Module, Visualization Module, Analyzing Module.
The main aim is to fit the ontology to
the requirements. The user’s needs
were selected as a metric/criteria.

It copes with implicit changes
discovered form the user’s
behavior and additionally it
allows for the incessant adaptation of an application to the
changes in the user’s needs.

SymOntoX

Identification
and
categorization
selected business cases. It provides
many possibilities of modeling (metacases) that support experts.
Hierarchical process of data clustering
using points. Clustering similar elements (points) aim at identification
theme in binary tree to average the
node variations.
The aim is to build ontology manager
that provides means necessary to
define and develop an ontology to the
user.

It allows to manage several
ontologies and it supports different kinds of users with different access rights.
It offers best-quality results and
it reduces the size of datasets. It
provides semantic meaning of
hierarchical structure.

Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering (HAC)
PLIB
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It standardizes a comprehensive
data model for product categories and properties. It can be
used by business partners .
Additionally it provides a content standards such as product
classification systems.

INSEAS

Application of XML language and
agent technologies. Input data are
performed to XML documents and
collected in the repository. INSEAS
uses XML to attribute semantic meaning for actors relevant in this process.

It belongs to Intelligent Agent
Search System. The user is
supported by agent that provides specified queries delivered by intelligent search helper
agent.

RASCAL - Users
Web Mining

Agent recommender system has to
indicate recommended software components requested by a user.

It provides a history actualizations and monitoring of user’s
application. It allows to indicate
advantages and disadvantages
of a given solution on base of
different schema of searching
information. As an effect it
improves the whole selection
process.

Sema-SC (Semantic
Component
Selection)

The aim is to provide identification
and classification of components on
base of generic taxonomy domain and
generated semantic input data by a
user. It considers the information from
available COTS portals.

It is a semi-automated, generic
method that supports components identification and classification – inspired by web community. It is in a prototype
phase.

Semantic-Based
Technique

The aim is to support selection process
and searching information in developed repositories of components
(including also WWW).

It improves the possibilities of
searching libraries of reused
software by components annotations and packages in these
libraries with semantic description of services delivered by a
given software.

NFR

NFR allows investors to create
matched solutions including quality
characteristics of particular domain.
Simultaneously it enables consideration of priorities, related operation
methods and reasoning with regard to
non-functional choice for system
project.

It is based on analyzing nonfunctional requirements during
the selection process. NFR
taxonomy is a catalog of nonfunctional requirements in
general.

MoreCOTS

It is a prototype of specialized searching instrument for COTS components
that are selling in the Web. It is based
on meta-searching online of specialized data bases maintained by five
publishers of indexed COTS. MoReCOTS is based on taxonomy of components available in the indexed
COTS products.

It provides a directory containing a comprehensive list of
COTS components categories
and additionally a specialized
search engine for COTS components.

Source: Personal elaboration on base of [2, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24]
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The table (Table 1) presents semantic approaches that support COTS components selection process. Each of presented semantic tools is a prototype or in design
phase. The searching process is based on category, keywords or meta-searching.
The analysis of particular tools indicates on existing two general ways (approaches) for COTS components selection. The first of them is based on ontology
construction whereas the second approach includes semantic techniques. In the first
case the high utility has SymOntoX approach. Besides the technological layer it
provides the indispensable knowledge about business process modeling. Then the
second group is based on semantic technologies. These tools allow to automatic or
semi-automatic components identification on the Web. The general aim is to support components selection process on the Web using categorization and clustering
these tools. Furthermore most of presented approaches comply the dialog in natural
language performed by the user. However most of them is a prototype or in design
phase.
4. CONCLUSION

The main aim of this paper is to present and analyze the most popular semantic technologies that support COTS components selection in MIS domain. The
analysis of semantic tools indicates on the two general approaches: ontology construction and semantic technologies. Some of them help decision-makers through
the modification of an ontology with respect to the users’ needs. The main aim of
these approaches is to provide a systematic and repeatable tool that support COTS
components selection in MIS domain using semantic technologies but generally
most of them are prototypes or in design phase.
Primarily, it is observed that the perspectives of practical appliance of presented methods and techniques based on semantic techniques (for ex. SymOntoX)
are connected with the practice and business environment. Moreover they are used
to exploit many times as well. It is enabled by using for ex. intuitive language
OPAL (Object, Process, and Actor modelling Language). The solutions such as
MoreCOTS and IPScom seem to be especially interesting and perspective where
the specified knowledge about existing COTS components (assembled using a
taxonomy or an ontology) can be utilized in effective software components selection process in a practical way. However, it mostly depends on the transition from
the prototype phase into the real system. The better part of other cases both the
level of practical appliance and effectiveness of a given tool is determined by
a quantity and up-to-date of information available on the Web 3.0. It will be quite
difficult and problematic until Web 3.0 is a standard format.
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